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. ,·. ;' : <ti. cause a cij.screpancy between ~he. predetermined cont:rol ··S'~gn_a:1 · .an:d the. 
.. actual control .. signal • .. : J. . ' ... · 
. --,.. . 





Such.,rc011siderations have led to the . study .· o·r design procedures .. • r ~,. ~· . . ~ . 
· . w,hich yield .systems of minilXl~ sensitivity to param~1~r induqed 
• 
· · variations . 
...., ... , 
. 
. ~-: 1'·~1 .o .. ,.. Ji ii'·.,. .·.. .· -·. 





The fabrication and .manufacture 9f thin-film int_egrated. devices .··. 
t. 
. ' 
'presupposes the ability ·to machine· precisely· defined patterns in . . , 
:various materials in order to obtain . the SJ?ecified · device performance. 
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FIGURE 1.1 
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. . Presently~ thiS is being acco:inplisheti · p:t"imarlly thro;gb th~- use ot · . . 









.. , ... ~--, . 




. "" . 
., . 
. . '-
. unlike. other .systems which have. preceqed it [18·], provides ful~-. . 
' 




. ·;thra,ugb .-the . ,.u~e. -of -X-Y . gal vanomete,r· .-de:f'le et,ion o-i · the l·aser{m~chini~g .· · .' • ' • • 
I 
• ' ' ' t • 
' 




• r , • I \,.: .• f~und in _Cha.rsclian [ 4J ;· mor_e detai.led information· on device photo·~ · 
> ·'~ \-
li t~ogr ~:phy and patte~.· @nerati.on i
1
n particular is. ~ontaineq in 
.. • '1-




• almost· completely devoted to this topic . .-
.,. 
• . , . - L 
The h·ardware configuration of _the laser· -b~_am pattern generator • • .. • 
• t 
. 
. ....;..:- •. . -~.H; -· . ·. .. .' -; .. 
- ;i·-S shown in ~gure l.2; the ba.Sic·· sy·stem. compon~nts are seen to be + ~ . 
. 






detectors. T~e::basic. functio:O.. •ck ~a.ch of these .~O~nents "'Will be· · ... ·.· ·· 
briefly described in or~~r to provide -tne bac;it·ground for -the 
. . 
... 




In put to the PDP-15 control cOJ!tputer, Conlists cit be~ J!!c>f?it{Q!l ' ·• 
" .. 
• .... ·. c6Qrdinates. and co~puter 9.perati·on. ·codes obtained .from __ the or_;ginaJ. .• · .





· and dev~loped t,o pr9vide ~d and .assi~t,ance ·in the ·pattern. gene- _ . · · 
· '. ration. pr_oce.ss· ::r91~: within the . p:i)p..;;;15 · contro1 eamputer, t~e . . . . . .( 
. . •'( . . . 
. ~"" 
. / .. --: 
! •. ~ .. ' 
.. : ,' ,··, .. 
' " . ' ' 1 . . 
'·t. I', • ,I 
' .. :·;;:\~'... . 
~ \ 
··1· 
. . ' ' ' 
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. ; • I 
. -~peration codes and ·position ·coor,dinates are expanded in real time 
' . 
, into command- sequen~,es whtch, · thro:ugh the interface control unit , . I . • 
. . position the .. ga.lva.nom~ters to deflect the laser ·beam onto the t~get . . ,. 
• 
, ., . 
..,_li.and f+_re th·e· Q-switch t'o perform the machiiii~g operation. The ·control 
··.' computer interface's with.the, 'gaivanomete~s, positi.o~-aetectors an'd. ',. \-- ·-
' .• -.I ~ 
~ 
.laser tpro:ugh· ~gital_to· an.~.og ·converte_rs and a. _s~ciaJly des_igne<:I . 
. ' 
) . .. 
• ~...,..D .\ ·.: ' 
} 
.. · i: 
. •. '."-,..,,, ... ,!f . • ·- ... -- l, ·, .. -·' -· ~--~· ··1.:..... . ~ . . ... 
·The,.20-watt· YA:G-1:aser,:operating irt/a;Q-switche·d mde under·.-.-·• . ' < •• • • .,· • • • ' ._ \ ' ' • 
•• 
' 
computer control, p~rforms the actuaJ. pattern generation process· py :. . . . ,. - ' . _- .. . . -~ . .. 
. 
' . . . 
:..- ·· ·· · · the explosi~e, thermal vapor.iz~tion ·or a -thin film_ o_f metal, such as , . . -. .. . . : . . . 
..-. . . 
' ~ . ;· '-: -
. . 
: : gold,. from ·a ceramj c·.substr~te. The a<$vant:ages of a Q-switche,d 
-l , . 
laser for micromachini;ng. we're or.igina1}-y. demonstrated by Cohen et . 
.. 
-·~· ... 




· · ··,r1~row-... cutwi'dth:,. minimum effect on the ~ub~trate ;.· h_igh l-ase.r pulse_· 
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·1., req~_red •. _. , ... . i·-. i. ' 
. \. 
. • i 
~- .. ~ ; .. t 
. . ·· The. gal. ~anometer..:.arl.ven mirrors . ari~·o:tnpii.sh the. actual x~Y . .. . . 
. ~ 
positioni~g of the fixed· 1aser be.am onto· the ta;rget surface~ •. The 
-~- · · choice of mechanical_· galvanometers over other types ·of ·deflection . I 
. I l. , .. , ... 
devices was dictated by the resolutio1:1 aria· r~dom acces~ ·require-. . . 
. . . 
ments of' the system. The motion of the .. galvanometers is controlled 
through ,·a programmed control sequence which dri"'res .the. galvanometer . • • . • I 
··9 . .  
. ·I '•1. 










. . .:::--· ' ' 
. -l ,' 
. 
-~ 
. ' . 




' ···~~·,.,., .. , 
. ' 
' ·•\:·-'·' . 
. ' ' 
.· a:mlature· to the·· desired. rotation ~gle; the _predicted beam ·position 
· is then compared with the 'actual· positi9n obt·ained· from the position 









. . . . 
positioni~g error which ·requires .further processing to determine /if.· ' . . . • ff, ·, ., . '.. ,. . .· •. ·. '. . . ' . . . • . . . : .. - : . . ' 
· it can· be corrected automatically. . - . 
. . ; . ·, .· . - . '. 
' Opti·caJ. beam pos~tion detectio~ i~--- acc_olnplished -thro.ugh·. th~·: ·u.se> . I ' • 
. : ... of an· auxiliary_· He~e· laser· wliich -is opti.cally combined with.· ·the iYAQ,-.... 
. . ·r--... 
. . .. 




, ..... ; 
defl·ected aµd focused, , a beam splitter deflects the ll~Ne las·er .b.eEUO. . . 
. 
. ~ ... 
> 
. ~ -


















opaque ~d clear _spaces. i: 1·The detectiio11: -grid: is illustrated in 
. . 
· ~~gur~.s .1.3 and 1.4 .. ,- .. Pos,itio:n,· de'tectt2n .is~.~~ieved by· monitoriµ.g··· .... 
·wr;i:.:, · . 
. '. ·tf~.- . . . .. . ' 
. . the intensity· modulation of the beam as_,it swe·eps the_ grid.· ~igure . "' . 
:, 
'. . . ,., .. 
' • 
·~: . . l.".',1, 
"', 
'~ . • •, ; ~,;;,; 






and F_~gure 1.·4 -shows, in cross ,·section~ view, the ·beam collector 
. ,, ... ,.,. 
... · ... 
- . F· 
. 
....... -. ~ . 
and· detector mounted bep.j.nd the. grati~.g. As the focused. beam 
... ' - -













... the grating measure the intensity. modlJl)ation of the beam as it·. passes .. . . . ' . . . ' . .. ·• ' . ' . ·. . ~ . .. . ' . 
. : . · .. from a clear strip to'an opaque one,.· . Th1s information· .·is then • . . . • . 
. I ' 
. . 
·. '., 
, .,.,i.~r ,. 
• 
·. :·. electronically· processed--to provide, bo.th absoltite posit~on and 
• I 
4Y' 
. . .· .direction of beam .scan. 
. T·' 
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Pu;J?ose of·Thesis· 




• ' '. ·.'·· l • . ' 
·. ' ' 
• • . 
. ' • IJ 
· The_ galvanometer d~flectJ,.on~ control ·systein of ti.be la.ser_.~beam . t. . /.~.- ,•_ ' 
i .. pattern generation process ·described in the previou~ section is . . . . - ~ . . ' . . . . 
. 
. 




.. ·· ... · · regul·ator CQiltro~ theory may be applied'to ·th.is. system to ·reduce the • . ' . . .•·-4••·•·· ---f • . • ~ . • 
••. ' 
-. . . 
. ·. ,, 
. 
' .. :. . . ,,.-,... . 
·.~ .· 
. 






persistence. ot ·o~ci:lJ.ations -caused ·by these· random ·errors. ·. The • . • 1 . • 
. 
~ ,····--·1 
..... ·<purpose ·of -this- thesis· dtS -·to in;esti-gat·e the· sensitivity ·properties. • • . . ' . . .. J ., 
. 






of the , ·optimal. control .o.f the galvanometer system ·with re~pec-:t to · . • 
• : .. ,-·•"...-.•l 
vari~tions· in the 'f)arameters · of the galvanometers. · 
In the ·des'.ign- of' such· ·a control syste:m, the d~s~gner µs~al.11 
has cons.tderable freedom in the- selection o:f the Objeictive :f'Uirct:iort . .,·' ·., 
. of the performance measure of·. the syst:e:m. . . · ., I. . : .. · ... ·· . .· ...... · . < .··· For a certain. class ·ot· · · ' . 
- . ·,' ~ 
,. " . 
regulator systems_, i.e., for systems where tbe initi~. state i·s . --~ 
' \ 
. 
. completely unknown at des_ign time, a method is·· .. p·roposed to utilize 
this freedom in sele·ction:· of· an objective function to ·determine a . . 
minimal sens~ti vity system which meet-s · ~he syste·m des.ign specifi-





· an analytic toql,-;iiowever, whi·ch· enables an inve-st~gator to deter-->--.r-, . .. 
. ' . mine :quanti~atively_ hc6w system performance and sensitivity are . · 
.·· dependent·, upon ·the selectioil. of the arbitrary co,e.fficients . ' 
• .· · system pe_rformanc~ -measure • · --~- . 
. -" 
· 1.3 · Method of .Analysis 
. \ 
.... . '. . 
The process under consideration,· .the. galvanometer deflection . . . . , 
. · . cont_rol system of the laser beam pattern. generatio~. process,- is · 
t '., 










. ' .. •: 
- ,. ' ;.··· 
1_ 
.. ·· ·- .. :... .... : .. 
... 
. . 
















. 'equations. .. ' The optimai' regulator control of the ·galvanometer is then 
.._.,.~·--
developed accordi~g to st.an.dard theo:cy. ·In· order ·to study the effects ., I , • ·• . 
.. 
9f parameter variations on ~he perfornian,9e of· the system, suitable·. · 
. sensitiyity funct.ion·s ~re. defined· and calculated. Thes·e sensitivity .. · ...... ,:: . . 
·• 
. 
. I . 
-.. fun.ctioris, whl:le - relating;c,:immediately_: to· the transient response of' 
. . 
. 
. . ~ . . 











def'i.ned.u To analyze. the ef.:fect of tb:e select-ion of the -coeffj.cient·s . ·· . ......... ,.. '""\ " 
· _ of.the, objective function on system sen~itivity (in the -int~·gral:-. 1 :1 ' 
· $ehse)·,_ a· des~gned_ experiment is perforined. 
. - . -\ 
pe:riment i13 conducted, where.in the· coefficients of th~. ~obj:e __ ctive 
' ,. 
. -''. 





· ·fmction appear as fact~rs __ at sever~ levels_, and the experiment: · ,· 
' 
-.. :r . " ' • 
I -•,-:hs r:eplioated-··over ·the unkno'Wll random ~rror~ .. ·_ - -i. ·S · 




.. to an an~lysis of variance to determine• the s_igni:ficante of the . 
.... 
. ~ffect of thf speci.fication of' the obJ .. ec~ive. performane?e, Inea.swe: ' . 
. ,· on the overall syste~ sensiti-vity . 
. . 
• 
' _,'. . . . 
,· , ., .. : .. ,. 
.' .. ' . ' ' - . ~--:-·,: •.·. ;·' . ' ~ . • 
. ' ' ' 
' · . 
._ • • I 
..... .,_· . 
• I. .. 
i ' : 
' ": . 
. ...,__ 
' ..... , .· '.,. ~;:. . . _.-
. . 
. ,· .· 
• 
'; >- ' . . :· . :. ... _ .. ·' . 
- J 1 
•• , • 1 
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- °, I • 
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• I 
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. ··II •. · OPTIMAL REGULATOR· CONTROL 
, 
. 




• I . 
•. • · .. • · best :known and-· most extensively studied· ·prob~ems in· optimaJ. control 
o . 
. ,. " ·; ,·· .-..; 
L>.• 0 1 1-·-·1---,, 
I 
1 theory. ~is _importance_· de:r,ives from .. :the fa~t ,that···'many _.analytical ···--·,:· ..... ••, 
,·-
.·.results. are·. available,• 'ahd that·. many ';practical pr_oblenis· .. ca.n be f'ormu-· .... 
. 
-
· · ·.·: .. ·. · -lated as linear--regulator p·roblems· . ' 
. ' . . . 
. 
The purpo.se of tl1is chapter ··i~. • . • 
• ' 
. ; • . '· 
. fl\,- • 
' .:. :. ' 
1 ~ 
" 











indic~te the gen,era.1. :fotm of: s:o·luti·~n~; .·and to· ap,ply t~e relevant•-.· ·- . . . . '. 
. . 
. theory to the gaJ_ vanometer· defiection .system control problem. . ; .... • • 
• • ' 
.,· .'.L 
' .2 ... 1 :- nie _·General 9l'~imaj. CoI.1trol ·J>rc;,blem . 
, _.· .. 
•·,, 
----· .··. T~e four basic ~.ngredients .·of a well-fo~ ·optimal control 




-. ' . 
(l) th.e equations of mot.ion of the sy·stem to -be ,,()pti'nd~ed, .. . I; . ;, 
·. 
. 





. I ;;,,. 
. . 
. 
• • , 
' 
. 
·. '\ .. 
.•. (3). a · s·et o:f' · in_i ti al · ~ondi ti~ons' and a fin~ t~:get set-. :fQr: .. · -: .. ). . 
t, 
. • 





. . ' 
-
:.,.· . 











· the systemk·vjariables, 
(4)' a -performance; index which is to 'p~. optimized._ 




. Each of these four basic requirenen·t~ wi11· ·be:·: discussed· ·t:q pro.vi:de. · 
a. background for the de.velopment ()·f: the linear . regulato·r control . j ·. . . . . .. 
. . 
. 















. . r . 
. . , 
· problem. The basic results "C>·f this- section are· due to Athans and . . 
Falb [2].· ), . 
> ' 
-. 




. The mathematical theory of' optimajl. proces_ses presupposes that I , 
· ... the· system t·o be optimized can be described by. a,. vector differential 
• equation of the · form . 
. . 
11, ~ • 
.... ,> ,1' 
\· 15 \ x <!. '·" ' .,. 
. , . 
. . 









,.f••1 . ~ ' '., 
.. , ,! 
' 
,i.. . ' 
·'. , _,.... 
,. . ' 
... 




. .: ' '', .... · 
..... . d .· . · ... ·.' . 




-,•- .. ,. ---~·•-·· ~-·- ..•. , . .-·~--· ··-·. --
} ' s--
..... - ..... ~-----·-· ·-- -----·· ..... .., ... ',--• 








. . .. -·-· • 
·>,:. 'f' 
.. _ .- which describes the i.nPut.- .to the'.~ysteiii. at the _tj.m.~. t, and f is an '. '.-:' '<1,_ .. ,, 
·-
.• ,·• .. 
' ' 
' ' ·J-" 
' 
. . 
' -... , ' .. l"'~- . 
. . • I 









and.1 u( t) .• · - .· · 
...... 
. . . 
. 




In general.·,. there ·-will be .constraints. on the control variables 
. . 
-






·- '. ' 
admissable control functions. There may be magnitude, continuity, · 
- '··--·""I". ~· ;, 
dif:rerenttability' etc. ' ." condi t:fons that the set. or -adl;nissable. con.- . ·~ 
· tre>l:S must sa.tisfy. Typically, these canst-rain ts are. :imposed by t~e 
'' 







· .. , .. ;,_. . {l 8:S. the set: pf· ail admi·$sapl.e controls' .. 1!( t), that is· th·e ·set of con~ 
.. . 
. ' 
. .· . '•. ~ 
.. i', . . ·_ .. · 
-.-,; . ~ . 
/ trols which ·.satisfy all the imposed constraints. ~en the requiremen~: 
,, . ,, . 
' 
that the ·control vector u(t) satisfy these constraints is writteI;L 
-
.. ~( t) E: fl 
-
for all t. (2.2). 
... 
. Let t 0 _El.tld T~ ~enote the initial and !:Nna.l times fOl' which the control ·. 
'' 
·.is ·to. be ·operative, respectively •. 
at · t·ime t ~. t is defined as 
. 0 
·x( t ) = X , 
. ·.O ~· 
' .. ' 
:;.;,..._ ... 
' . . 
The·n the ini,tial state- o.f: th~ .,systep 
.. 
·•' 
' . . ~i 
· ·(2.3). 
· where xt>i': the initial :values of ~he state vartables, is assumed known. 
At the final _time, Tf, her~. assumed.specified, define a target set, 
. , 
,. I J 














-----,--, .. -~.....,n,;.,;~--;,-;, ... '""' ,., .. ,, .......... ,, ........... ,., ........ -· '-,-,.., ... ,.._, __ ..... . 
,, 
. . . 
.. 
I ... 
'' ~ ,, I 
M '; ... ,. 
'·····I -~· . ., 
. -
,· 
, . ,• 
. ', 
" . 
. . S., which is the desired state of: the system at the terminal time ... · 
. I 
In general' s .may be a·· line' a surface ' a set of points in the : 
... ~ . . 
- ' . 
- - .. --· --·- -- ·:··----··:·-·~.,---~ ..... ,-·~--~-,·------:-'·' ·-·-·-"-----~---, , .. ·:-~· ,., .. 
I . 
- " --- -- - - - ·- ··- - - -- . ___,_ ' - . -
·~--~·;-·~-C--~ .. · ~--··--·N-dimensiona.l space· of state .vari~b:Les·, etc. The target set 8
1 
1 
• ' .• ··- . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . · . .,. .·~''· . . . . :· .; . . . : . . . 
. . ·•. \ . 
~,l .: ,. , ..
. ' 
• 





. . . ,. . 
. ). . 
. 
. 
•"' • I \ 
... · .. 
.. 
.. /. ' 
., 
! , . • ' 
· 'r:r, tuld the requirement that thii ~.t'tii'e ()i' the system a-t;.tain thiJ. set 
is· stated as 




. . x(T )· ;- . s' · 






· .(2 .4) 
. . . ' 
. ,· 
. ..,; . ,, -·.-· ~-. .-





·! ,. of. the ·state of the system, ~' . and the fi'.nal. time. t·_. · ·· For .example, -if 4 - ' 
... 
' " it is desired to bri~g 
1
·the· state of the· system to· either of ·two ' 
final ·states, ~' or !.' '·, · at the final time Tf·, then th~- ,'t~rget set·, 




. • . 
·o 
The cont.rel problem may· be stated as follows: :f'i·nd ·the controls 
.. 
1!(t), satisfyip.g. (2 .• 2) ,- which move the system. (2 .·1) from a given . ill' 
. . . ·... . . 
. 
. initial state':!o to the desi:te,d f'inf;IJ. state, :!f.(Tf} CS. In this 
' 
-basic. st.atement 'of any. control prQblem, ·no mention has. been made qf · 
... -1. -· ~ ·,·.-,-• 
whether th~ movement fro)n ·the initial. state to 'the final,·~:"sta.te is ... 
' . . 
. ' '.- .·· •', 
'-
- r'. ~- • ,' 
.. 
',' ;;_.,, -l 
... 
• • '~ •' e -, I,•-,• • 
.... • ... ,,;\' '· .. 
,, . 




•" ~ I 






, Ir .. • optimally, a s~table measure of the performance o.f the system 
, •• -1. ... 
• < l' .must be .. defined. Within the . CQnte.xt of the --·theory . of optimal. pro-:· .· .. . ,! 





. T-' .. 
'. 'f 
= . f. · '-L(x(t) .. 
' - ' 
. . . 
' ,;- ,: ·. ' .. 
.......... : l~~\> 
... ;.'.,.; . ..·· .· 
· .. •· : J[u(t·)] 
. ' 
--~. 






· . (2 .5) . 
. t •\, .· '-.  
. " ... · ... 0' ' 



























• ~" 'I'• 
••r • , . 
. . 
. ' . ' ' 
., ... , ,, -.- .. 
L~-:·" .. -'" .,· ' 
' . ' 
.-.. . ' ,, . 
. 
·"') 
. ' ~ 





_ .. _ --~ __ .-,; __ ,,~-~,--.; .......... -.. · function of'" the st.ate variable's, c6'iit-rol variable·~, and time.. · In !:any 
·• J ' 






















· which satisfy ·u(t) E: 0 ., move the. system. (2 .1.) _from. an .initial. state , -
.. 
·I 
x. to the final target set S, .sucli··,·that the perf'ormance index 
-0 . . \ . - :.. . . . . 
·J[u(t ll ·is minimized. 
-
,( . . . 
•-:, . 
• •' 
r' . . ~· .. 
. . 
. .. ' . . 
. ' 
. . 
' ' . 
. 
The_· goal of_ this section is to focus the theoreti·cal definitions.,. 
'· 
. () of the .. previous· _section on: optimaJ l:tnear· regulator· problems, that . .,.. . . .. 
. ,. ' 
. 
\ 




· at a· desired value. A .linear regulator problem may--),e :tomill.ated by . . . 
. ~ 
. 
... -~ i.. 
~ I 
·• 
· co·nsiderip.-g a linear, po~sibly_ time.::~rarying· dynam:i cal syst·em with -
• . -t • ~ . . . 
·•-r .• ,state variables -!_(t)' control input }!,(t) described by a· vect~:f-
• • . J 










:whe~e A(t) is an N ~ N matrix-which describes.~the system. (plant) to 
" 
. ' ' ' . 
. ,. 
' •• 
. . I ' be controlled, -and B(t) ~s ·an N x M matrix which·. describes_ the inputs . . . ' 
,,. . 
. . . 
--
• . ! 
t0-J9he system. 
. 
. It_ is ass,J1me·d that the control funct·ions, u{t), are 
. ' ,,.. 
. --· 






completely unconstrai.ned,. th:at is, .t:tiat ·any control· tunction u(t). is·· . . . ' . . . ' •. 
. 
-.~' . 
aclmissab.le. The objective· o:r the ·c·ont;rol system is to maintain the·. 
. ~,'\ 
' 
state of the .system, x(t·)-~1·,.·as ciose to ·zero as possible without ex-... . ' -
. : •. ' 
pending an ~.xtra.o.rdinarily large · amoUllt of control . energy. The . ' ' . ' . . 





req-qirement that the· state -·ot the. system be maintained "near'! zero· 
. I'.. . 
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'suitable definition .of the distance between.states· is taken to be the··. • , · ' ·1 · • • . · ' .,, ~·, ""'' r· 
' •· tf 
··" 
'· 
.. ' . 
·· linear product 
\ '. I • . . 
' 
.N· .N · . - . 
· ·. ~---· · '°'· · x._ ·_(t. l_a.·  .• ,, • (t )x. _ (t )y,.- .. ·, ( 2 · .. 7) ~ ~ 1 -·~J j· . . . 1·--1- J·-1 · . · .. ···. - - . '· · · ., -· '. 
. : - • -- .· 




.4: .. ''] 
' I • - : -. 
• 
.. ,. -• wbe;e t.he N .x N matrix -Q(.t·) is symmet:ric, ·pof?iti-ve·· .·semitd~finite_..'_' -_)l'h.e·· _--_ • ' ..... :. • • ' ' • 
-· ' • ' 
. 
. . • f:, ~ 
,. ' '• • • . 
• • ' 
..... 
quadratic for.lll. (g. 7) is non--n~.ga"tive ~f Pr ai1 values of ·x1(t), and·· ' . ' . . . 
. . . . . ' ,,' . 
. .: : .· .. '' 
'is identi ca.1.ly ze:ro When ~(t} ::: 'Q.• P'tirther, .the ~uadratic .form; •. ·. . #r .. 
. . 
,;,'; 





. we_ights 1~rge . deviations f'roni-· ze:ro ~c.h :rno·re .heavi·1y than srnaJ 1 ·· 
' .... ., _o,# .. -·,'( 
.. •· .. }, . 
t, . 
.. 
~ . .:. 
a' 




;\ .'' .. 
,- . 
The requirement t:hat·! an. exc,es·s:ive1y. l&_rge:.· conti-01-::sigr1$1· be ~ \ 
. .. . .. i ,::.:;:.,. ... 
. ... . 
·-·l '' 
,voided is sa~i·srted by the iriclu~ion_·,~.t a_·penaJ.t1r on the magnitude~>·····:.-' · . .. 
. . 
. .. ; . . . . . . ' ' - ~ - .. 
. ,• . . 
. . ,- . 
' ~· . .. ; 
. ·; . . . 






(2. 8-) , 
-i 
. . 
-~ ; .. ..._." ' 
··-- WQere the M x. M matrix R(t) is p6.siti-ve ·denij.ite •. Thus t~e twin . 
r· 
,. " ... 




. . . .. 
.. -I •• 
. . 
of the syst_em -as close to·· zero as possible , ·without ~xc¢s·s.i.vely _ 
lar~ cot,1trol s_ignals may be satisfied by t});e inclusion; of '?~7} an.d, 
. " 
... ·(2 .:8) i-n the q.efini'tion o.f the system per:forman""ce measure.·: In 
:· I 




' • ' t ' , -
, . .., . ' .. 
' ' 
,.·· .( ... 
~~ - .'_ . 
. . . . Tf •... ··. . • . . ·.. • ·. •·•·.··.. ... . -
. ..•. J[~(t}J = 112 / {<~(t),· Q(t)~Ct)) + (~(t), R(th!,(t))} dt. 
,_. . ·t .... 
. .. ~ . . . 
.• .,,,.. 0 
··-~ 
. ·· ' . ··,, . , 
.. , . ... . .-· ··;. 
·-.1··,, 
. ; ·-~· ·~ 
" 
- ·d(2.9) · 
' ---; .. 
·• 
. 





1'··. ' . 
,. •• 1 ' 
' ·1 




,· ; ' 
' .. 
. i '·< I . :. '. •: 
I -_. 'f " ~ ; .. , ' ". . ' • . ' . ' ." . • . . . 
· · ~ Thus, the genJ;aJ. ·· linear 'regul~tor · problem ritey be stated as follows: · 





find the opt·imal. control, !!*(t), t 0 S t s··Tf, s8.t~sfying :!!.*(t) E: .f2, 
. II . . . . , . . 
·.· · which moves the Siate of the system. from a specified initial state, 
· . j( to·the. zero state and which minimizes J[U(t)] ., The solution "to ·.. · 
--0 ' . . . . ' . -- . : . . . . ·, . . ' .. -,·- ' . ' . ' 
.. 1', 
' -~ ;. 
.. ,,,I . 
' ~ . __, 
. _ ... , 
- ... 
th.is Problem is we11 known and i.s giv~n by , 





'' I ., , . . 
.... , " 
- _:_ ____ --·- ___ ..,.' -- -·-----' ------ -·--:--·-----~ ~- - ...... -- · ·l - T · -· - - -----'...-- .. -~"---- --· --- ----- --- -~------- -- . - - ---- - - - - . -- ~---~. ------ . 
= :...R- (t)B.(t)K(t)!_(t). · . ·. •. .,(2.10) 
• 






' ., , . . . ' 
~ . . ' 
K.(t )·· is the N i }T poSiti~ de:f~nite syiIDnet:i:-ic csoiutioti O.f t.he I19A···\ . 
' ' • • \ • • • .J ·, ',· • ••• 
linear ·matrix· Riccati· dif'ferential equat.ion. · . · 
. . 
-.. 
' ' ' 
.. •. ... - - . - ' ' .· . • fJ 
• , -- - · - - T - - - -- . . --1 · · , -T. ,. -- --,:; ·.---· ,; ,. - - -, , -- - · ' --
. K(t).= -K(t}A(t) - A (t)K{t) + K(t)B(t)R .. (t')B (t)IC(tJo.-;- QftJ·, · 
. • • ' . . . • < ' . . • " ,. . . . • • •, 
• J ' • 
' ..... 




- -. (2.11).:, -.. 
• .' • ' 1 ··.::,:- • 
' . 
:,, . " . . ~ 
sub_ject to th·e. terminal conditions· 
:-... , .. 





--~ •... . -
, . (2 .12J_-: : 
. ·~ ,.,_'f ~-•.• •• - . 
. . . I"'" . 
Then the· optimal system state, :!.*(t), is given by the sal.uti,on to · .. 
,, :· . 
. , . 
. ,. ,. 
the; line .. ar, time-vaTy-i~g di::f'ferent~ial e-quation --·_ ·_. ,·_ ,_ '., . 
~ ~ . . . . . ' '. ;-
. . . 




= {A(t) - :B(t}R-1(t)BT(t)K(t)}i<t)_i···· 
- . ' 
. . - - -
. -:, 
.. ;.. -,-·-~ . 
x(t· ) = X . . _ ... ·(2.13)- .· 
.- ,0 0 • .. ," . -
'' ". . ,-, 
. .. 7··. • ' • L - • 
. . . ' ·. - . 
. ~ . -
~ ,. 
.. ,. 
'. - .. 
·' - - ' ·. ,;:, . _·4:;_ ': · .. 
. . 
·· The, .. structure . of the optimaJ. control law, .· as · des c:r:ibed by' .· 
., . ' ~- ' , L 1 . 
,' 
·. · equations (2.10), (2 ~11), and (2.13) is shown in block diagr13.m. form 
. - ' .1. . 
·, ~ ···1·~ 
·., ' \ . ~ . . 
··· ...... · "·in F'.igure 2 .1. There a.r.e two important observati
1
ons to be made 
' 
• 
about-the structure ·or·the ·optimal_-control law. 
- ~: .. 
First .. , the optiniaJ. 
.· 
~ . ,,,._ 
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t control u*( t) is a linear combination· o.f the state. variables x*( t). -
-• l 
. . 
_ Thi~ is ~ direct a result of the choice of a quadratic performance 
· index as a measure of system optimality, and, is perhaps the most · 
/ . 
. 
. I . des·irable featu.re ·9:f' linear r~gulator cont~ol._. Second, the matrix . . 
~ of feedback gains, 'K(t.), · is independent· of the state of the - systelJl, . . - .. __: ·- ._..'... ' . . - . 
•. x(t} .: 
-· . . \ ,.-
• 
In ·this section, the theoretical results stated- in- t·h·e j;>~~viojis 




controlled.··· ·This· system may be an~yzed as a linear, tim.¢-~nvariant, ·· •• • I • • n ·- ., 
, •·.- •----. 
single-input·, ~nite final ·time regulat.o~-. The system is as·sumed · ·--• . . • u .. .. '• ., "I 
' - . 
• • • i. ' . . . 
, completely controllable · and.. obs~rvable. For such systems. , .. tthe · 
• .-· I 
:mat.rices _A(t),.B(t)~ ~(t)··~ and R(tJ a.re ~onstant, and the matrices 
; - .· 
.. 
. ,. ' 
' ' 
. - . 
. : ; . 
·,,, . ' 
- 1' ,. • 
. . . 
.. 
- . r 
0 
,. 













· 'R = . r ,: a. -·sc:al.a.r , , (2~15) . 
... 
''~ .. ' 





,·~an N x 1 vector . :. · ·(2 .16} 
• 
', . i· -~· 1 
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' . where th·e a.· in the A matrix are tbe parameters of the· system,·- and 1· 




x.2 ~N~l ·w 0 •. + a- + + a + ~- -· • • • 
-3 .n · (2 .lll) 
.. 
> . ' 
·f • 
... 
' In this phase variable formulation' the a. 
·: - ·' ~ ' -.1 
parameters" [16] .· In phase variable ro·rn.1, the $ys·tem <:quation·.s· 
• 
·, 















...J, o· L • 
:. 
*NCt) = -8:J.xi<t) - ., •. - 8:N~(t)- - ¥(t) 
·-subject to the initial cong.itions 
•· 
x. (t· )-l. . 0 . 
•' 
i -;:· l,, ••. ,N. = X ' . 
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The purpose of .this chapter 1·s to;:relate the ~gulator theory I 
,, 
.. ' ' 
·.-.;,·.··-" 
":.' \' ' 
I 
presented .in the ·previous chapter to. the control of the galvanometer . . 
. 
.. '-·~ ' . deflection system." The response of the ·current· control· system to 
-.terminal errors is discussed, and it is ... shown that the application of ·0 • 
an optimal .regulator cbntrol to s-µppress disturbances- may enhan,ce; 
\ \, 
ove~all system perfonllance b.y s.ignificMtly decreasi.ng the time· 
requi~d to recover . .from these errors. 




The physical plant to be controlled consists .. ot·. a permanent-
Dl:8,gnet DC_ motor to_ whose. shaft a mirror has been att.acbed. In 
• 
response tq computer.~gener~ted control _s_igna.:Ls.,_ the shaft rot-ates~-
. 
' az1d .the· laser beam is def:Ie.cted to a spo:t; o.n t~¢ .. ·t~ge~ surface •.. 
·Ideally, the galvanometer responds to these positioning· connnapd.s _ ' -· . . . 
. . . 
., . 
•. !,..-
f • ~ 
·, without ove;r-shoot,. .oscillation, pos.ition. ~~rors, etc. 
·• 
A prerequisite of the pattern gener~tion design. ·go.a.ls is the . . . . .: . . . .. • 
ability. to !aildomly .positio_n ·the ·laser beam on ·-the desi.red t~get,, 
•. - . r1,'...i . 
·• t ~ spot within· ·ceirtairt time and acc\iracy ·spec·ifications·! .. ·A :fai~ure 
' \· ,. • 0->o .-
. 
to. position t:he beam .within these .specification liniit.s ,is_ .defined ~~~· 
I -
a sy~t~m error. Suc'h errors ·may arise in practice ·from a .n1.Jlllber O·f 
If 
!. - . 
-·· 
. sourc~s ,. inclu<.µ.ng 'Vibrat·ions., the~al; gradients,, control . curr~nt 
. ' 
-cJ 
·t·ransients, etc. - The syste:xp. is ·aesigneq .to ·.autoinati.cally recovJr · / . . . . l r . . . . . .- ·- ·: . . ., . . _, .. · :_ - - ---.· ~ ·. . . . . 
:• I ' . 
. . . ·tr<>m ce·rt·ain er~ors·, .b~t· large e-rrors. presently initi~te. a terminal,> ' . .. . • . ' ·-. .. ' ,J . ' '• 
. . - ' ' . .· ' . . 
·: 
• 
·• . -.. 
abort. 
' . ' . ' 
. ' . . .,. .... ;::/ ' ' . .. . . ' . 




and the .contr.ol+e;r.simply·waits for.the 
. .... 
' J" I ' 
.. ~ -·· ... ..,.,..., 
. ..:: .. ·.-. 
• 
- . ' 




,· ........ ., 
I 




~ ._........ . 
a 
·, ..... ,· 








I' • I • 
. -
" ' 
" ·--.. ·~f.'r1 
.. 
. I I 'j 




' . ~ . ' 
. , .. ' 
actual position is then detected, arrd the coimnand sequence re-
• 
' 
' · initiated. In the ·.case of extreme errors, -resulti~g i_n the oscil-
. 
• 
.. lation of the galvanometer, the resulta...11t :processiµ.g deley may be on 
the order o'f· 20·0 milliseconds' (msec~.) per error. Al.tho.ugh it is . . ' ··· . 
[';I_, • . ~ot. possible t.o predict ~he characteristics of the distribution of 
these· terminal errors·, it i's _'desi.red to h_ave· a. control. strate-gy '.' ... · ' . . 
.. . ' 






... available. t.o' be .,applied. in the -.e·vent. ·.th-at the. number of termi·nal ' 
·~ 
e~rors serj.ously degrade· the overall system perfo.rma.n,ce. For-. 
. 
-~ example, . consider a worst.-case a.naJ.ysis µ~i~g the followi~g sys-tem· ·." . :;c 
• ' 
parameters : field size to be machined, 10 8 addresS Points ; machini_ng · · 
' 
repetition rate, 5 x 104 points pe;r- sec6~d~ percent8.ge fill; 75%; 
•-I''' ;·, 
' 
' _. l 
· percent.age errors, ·-0.01%; error recovery·time, 2·00··-~ec~, ave~age. . . , ...... 
•. ,,7~ 





. . . 









' st-ated, the expected proces·sing ti111e_ is ·1n.Greas·ed to approximately . . . . 
. 
. 450 minutes;:, ... att i.ncre.ase ·of ·100% • 
. 




. reco_vecy t_ime of the. s:ystem :wou1d cle·arly improve the .overaJ.j.-.system 
... perforl)Jance. . . . .. r . : .' The search· for alternate error recovery .-strat;egies · 
' ' 
.. 






- •• --· 4 
• 
' • . 




• • • 
control woulq. operate 1.n the follow1;ng m&nner. · Upon: detection 9..f\ a. .. . . . 






·terminal. error, all . current ·pr9:ces~_~pg ·wq.ul.9- ·· ·cea.se ., . as:. in the··. ·• 
•'\, . . -
11, .. ,. 
•'\'::·' .. 
··1 
' ' .. ·,' 
. ' ' . ' 
' 
' ' present _system, .but ·th.en. control woul~ transfer to an, ·9ptima.l 




· · r~gulator c.oritroller·~ · This. ·controller ;would ~~en'· apply ·the . optimal· · . . . . . . . . . ' 
. 
- ... ,1 
.... ,:," 
. '.-. -
' ~,·_:-··':", .. ~,:-.J•'• 
Contro,l la"W, u*(t) f9r ;,ome. time ill,tehral. (t0 , Tf) to quie~ce 








. . ' . 
,· .I 





• !) • 
• 





,. . ' 





.: . -~ 
• I 
. the system by r'etp.rni:0,g it to a ·zero state. The advant:age of an . 
-optimal r~gulator cont~ol in this r~gard is that the feedback. gains, :! . · 
' .. , 
' . 
,K(t), are independent of the state of the system, and thus also ~-
· independent of the irii ti aJ. position and velocity , errors. Given any 
. ini~ial error in position or velocity~ the traJ~ctory of the sys.teni 
-
·; from that state to the final state is still optimaJ with respect . 





, th~t, if a second·ary error occur~ guri~g the_ interval that the 
control law is o:perati ve, the resulti~g trajectory,· x' (t) is ·_still 
optimal f'or the duration of the time interval that the control ·is.--
operative. This .condition is illustrated· in ~igure 3.1·, wlte're e 
secondary position error occurs a~ .ti~ t 1 , t 0 _S t 1 S _Tf.· The, 
~esillti_ng system trajectory, x' (t), _ t 1 S :t., · ~ Tf' is ___ sti.ll optimal. 
-i· '., 
.- - ~3.2-- ,-,~:-Regu1-ator ... Control of .. Ga-lvanometer ·De-fleet ion System 
This sect'ion present's the detailed equations required for 
.;/ 








~ I ' ' 
. ·• :,,,_. 
--',, ·1 
-~-· ·galvanometer~ -a second o.rder, linear, time-invariant differentiaJ. 
,. equatj.._pn: ._ .... ·. .·. 









. This model of the:· galvanomete.r ··~Y. be c·~nverte·d _into the phase- , ... ,. 
·variable form of Chapter ,II.by·maki,ng the .identificati,oiis;_-·-•. . • . . • 
-· • f. ' . ' • • ' ' ' 
" . • ' .~ 
' . 
. ' ~ .' ' 
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. ! FIGURE 3.1 . SECONDARY POSITION ERROR· 
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' , ..... 
' ' ' . 
.. 
~(t) = x(t) , ..... 
.. ' 
' .. '." { ,1 
. '•
. ~·· . ' . , .. -- ... ·-· ' 
," I 
~... • + 
. . . 
~ ( t) = :X( t ) . ' ' ' 
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- . '' 
-, - 1 
· · · Then· ·the system equation (3.1) becomes . ' . ,!._ • .. . 
' . . . 
. ' ' 
' ' • I : ' ~ •. •• " • ' ' • ' ~--~ :.~~,."~ ' 
-
. 'ii (t )· . = ~2 (t ) - ., " .. .... , .. -• ·".·•1 .. 
. ' 
··--; ·- . 
. (3 .. 3) i (t) . = ~~ _x ( t } ~ ·a x_ (t ) -2 11 .. 2~ . 





su~je-c;t· to the i"nitia.l conditions 
' .:· - _.. . ::".!!._ •. . :· ._· .. -, ·-





-: ' "1" 
.·1_._ ,' '. 
. .. .1 . 
. i 
.- . 
· __ x.. .. · ·_(t0 .. )_ = x · · · .. J. - ·1.0 .. · ·-~. 
.. 
: x2<to) ::!~ • . ... 





T)le pe:r-tormance meas~, J[t~{t);J ,,is take~ to be 
. '····-
··-
Jf u{t)] 2( ·) - 2( . ')} 
·+ ~x2 t., · ·~·. ru t _ , 
/. 
- • 1. , •• 
and_ the· optimal. conw~l- law, ·u~(,t), i,s .. given by 
~ 
.. 
. .. - .. 
. . 
. (3.4.l ,·· 
-·' \·, .• 
""-
= - t [~21 (t)~ft-):·_~ k22<t>x;<~;~\J '. - --·. ,. . - - - -· ....:...-,-,,,. ' . . . ..... -. -.,--_· - --_;U*(t-) . :-- .. ~ ·, -· · . . --·. (3 .. 6)·'' . 




···--:·,., ,, .. _ .. 
· \There k21(t) ·~d k 22{t} ate ~termiµed 1>y thEi. solUtioh C)f' tb,e ,lnatl:{x / 
. . . . . ' ......----
~--
·· .Riccati differential equation (2.11). •. For this system, the }liccati 
. . . , a - . . . . . 
. --~ -· 
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. , . 
.,. ""\1 
•- I ' ""I 
' . 
' . 
' ' .. 
'. 
:,, r . I 
' ,.- ·.',,.'. ' : ~·I • . . . • ' 
. . · . 1 2 .·-~. · ~ .. ·.· ..•. ~2(t) =-:- kl2~t) - k21ft) +. 2a2k22Ct) + rk22<t)·- 92· •.... ···.·•· 
.. 




subject. to· the terminal·-conditio~s· '! .. -• ' \•:"' . ;,. -... _ , . 
.-, .•,, 
• • , . . I . ' • 
. ; . ;.,.;. . ' .. , 
'- ~ 
--..,. _ - . . 
kHfi'f'? = k12 (Tf) = ka('!'fJ = k22 (T:r) = CJ • 
· ........... "'-,. ' . ' 
. . ..... . 
" ,I 
.:: ' I, : . ' . ' . } : . .. ·•. . ' . '.• ·~ . 
I • ,1.., . :•. : ' ' ,,,, ; 
. ·. . .·· In view of the -symmetry of the :t'ee"dback gain :matri:t, · 1t(t) •,; .the ~e'I; < · ' ' • ·1 .... ' ..... 
•·. 
• • ' . ! . . .. ' .: ... 
' . ' . .'. . . . . . .' 
· · · -. · ·. . .· .. o:f nonlinear dif'ferentiai equations {3.r) is oniy. three (;!quations .• · . 
' t . 
. '1-------..\ - .• 
. Although an anaiytic solution in· elementary function-~ .i·s not 
. . .. . .. 
.,_ . ' 
·. '':'ava:Etab1'e; ·'they ~ be iht_egrated numerically f'or the given terminal 
• 
, . ,· . 
' ... 
'' ' . 
\ 
' ' 
' ' \ 
,' 
•, 
"" ,· .··. 
cox1<litidr,.s (3. 8) by in-f;egrati:ng ,baclWards from '.l!f to t 0 • · -- J . ,'• 
.... 
- •··· 
• : • I . 
. ' .>.;~:.. ! 
' ' . 
· Tbe. state ."trajectory equations (3. 3) 'b.e~Qnie, llpe>n ~l:ibstitutiQ~ ,,- -"; >-' 
. . . . . .... _-.. . . .. - ,' . 
of (3.6),. ' . 
-
· ... ·-~;. J .. 
'· .-
/ -·. " . ~ 
.· · .. subject .. _tc> ·· t.he: ·ini ti~l·~-~ondi~iOI1s . · 
• • ' • -. • ., • • • ', •• J ~--. • • • • : ~- ' 
. . ·. . 
X.._- ·(t· .· ) ==_· L 






. . ·, · .. 
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The structure of the optilll.~ control law :for this system is 
· shown in ~igure 3.2. 
,. .- ,t,1,1,,-.. _ 
J' • 
' . ' .. ' :·· . . 
' ' 
,·, ,_ ! .-· 
., 
3.3 ·Method ·or Calculation : 
. ~· 
• I , . 
The procedure for the numerical .s_olutiQn of the r~gulator 
J:lrob.lem is reiati vely .straj.ght_forwa.rd,. and proc~eds as follows: 
-
. 
. . . 
. 
. . 







· _ .~.in.dex. . .. 'J:'his.:.:,$.Ubj,ect .. 'Will",..b.e .tre.~t,ed. in .more detail in . 
... Chapter v .. 
• 
•. 
. · . -(2) Decide th¢ -le~gth of t.ime · tll~t- _the optimal. control law 
• ... _ ~ 
. 
-· . 
-· is to be operative.-· ___ This--may be ·predetermined by system 
,, ·~ ' 
'II.-_ 
;. ··"1--· .. ,·· 
· speci-:ri··cat,ions; i.f :not,· a reasonable estimate is about 





· T:r to t 0 to obtain' the feedback gains, K(t). 
- ./ 




. trajectory. equation.s forward. in -time from t,0_to ~:r.·. 
.. 
···" f 
(5) · Simult·aneously, compute the_· opti-mal cont:r-ol u(tl._, -usiµg ·. ' . 
. . 




. . . . .~ . 
' ' .· . . ',, . ' . . .· . 
. . This proc~p.~e, · whi.le a.ciequAte· f<lr· low-order ~y~t,eIIlS , .. ·b~;ctjthes: _¢9D!pti.,.~. 
:tat·ionally in'feasj..bl_e tor .large syste~-. ·.· __ For.·. t'iiese·,,a number ·of . . . . .. . 
. . 
. . . 
... 
·· .... - . a;Lgorithlns· exist . for .. decr~asi;ig the complexity • I . , ' . • • • .' •. \ • .calculations . 
. . .. ·· .· · . {11, 1.9 ~ ~3, ?6J ~ 
. _'·grati-on met·hods. S:UCh as. the RU.!].ge-K¢ta or- Predictor-Corrector' .. ·.·. 
I , 
.. _ . .:.• 
-~-· 
. ' ~ 
II -
"',;__,_ .. ,..,"i' 
"' ·. ~ 
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STRUCTURE·OF THE.OPTIMAL REGULATOR CONTROL 
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,._., i,t is o:f'ten necessary. to use. a:_.'.·very ;small step size t~ .avoid the 
;.. 
accumulation of roundoff e:rrors · from· one step to the next • Since the '· . ' '/' .. . 
' .......... ' ·\ 
matrix K(t) .·i_s symmetric, it has been .s:u:ggested that after each 
. int.egration step, the matrix be SJ'mmetrized ·to reduce the p~ssibili ty 
. of roundoff error accumulation [11]. -~nth~ empirical results· pre- -. . 




' ., ' 
., 
· ·Symmetriz·i~·g .. ·the·,,ma"bri·x ·s:rter-'··each .... int_e1grati··on -st·ep ·p~r.mitted· the . 
:,, ,, , . 




. . A complication ··in the calculation of th.e optimal· state tra-
·jectory may· occur :if the num~ricaJ. int~gration pr0cedure requires 
the E3Valuation o:f the :f'unctions K{t.) ,at a non-tab.ulat~d· point in 
;·,.'" 




,table could be employed. t·o estimate the value o:r·K(t)_ at- an i;nterio;r. ·· 
-. 
. 
· point. A. better -appro:acb which yields · impr·oved error· pounds on the 
' 





, I de;rivati·ve, K(t), whic~ is ·calc~ated simultaneously. with K~1?,.) in 
any _step-by~step n11merical1 i-nt~gration ·aj..·gorithm. ' . If· ·the derivatives·· 
I • 
are ~abul.ated with. the v~ues of the· function, then. a Hermite~--:· · 
•-, ·-::- .. 
' 1•'-. 
' .. -~ ~ . 
'1· 




the function K ( t) at non-t·abulated points ... . . . 
' ' 
. ' .-, 
. . ' 
. '. .. 
. •' ,: ~ 
A number· of ·a;i.gorithms for perfo~g s~ch.·~ en- .. interpol_~ti.on ·-·:-. 
' ~ ; ' 
' . ' . 
. . 
. ' . . 
. 
' ~ ' 
.... exist;·. the ·one. employe·d ,in·. the caJ..culatiorret in. this thesis :i.~., ~-- · · ·· • 
. 
··t ... ,_ . -
.. 
· adaptation of .Algorithm ·21l .• [2~], modi~i:e·d· to redac·e the' order ' '< ' ' ' '. .. .. ' ' ·.· ' ' .. · ·.·•· ... ' . ' ,.... .· '' '' ,··, ,• 




.,.,.,. ....... . 
'·. - ' .. 
·; 
'-. 
. ,. f 









. ' \ . . 3.lt. .Discussion of E!llPirical Results ; . 
-. 
In this section numerical values are supplied for the variables 
. . , '. . considered thus far, and some _explicit solutions are exhibited and • . 
.• 
discussed. 
. . I . 
. ' . ' ,· 
. ·· ,···, '-~ ... ~··· 
' . . .... 
. . 
' ' 





, . ·- . 
; :. '!', 2 a.. = "' J. . ' 
parameters are and a2 = k, .the natural .vibration frequency 
. ... 
-
- .. 'I-; 
.,,:end,.,··d·ampi-~g ·r~tio, ·respe'Cti vely. · · ·N·ominal values for these parameters ~ 
., 
• I 





·81. = 5-.l,5 .x 10...6 (rad/,-&sec)2 
.. I. and I "'•• 
... 











. ',' l -',' .· ' - ' • • 
. ' ' . ' 
.· 
.. 
•' ~ L • 0' 0 
_: • • 0 " ' 
·, 
r , ~- -,-1il'i': • • 
--- ___ : · _,. ~--~--__ That _i.s ,. the .. system- -its-··_tdesc~ibe·d by the; eq11at·i:on· · .• ' .. ,_ -- - .. ,- . ; 
' 
.. lhere xis· in units (aadresspoip.ts)·, tis in··mie·ro~~conds ( µsec .. )~· , •.. ...:• 
--
' 
. . - ,, . ~ .. 
·The. system is l:ightly damped and oscillat.o.ry, wit·h·-pse:tido-frequen.cy 
~· . ' : 
• , ! 
i: 
• I ; ... '. 
. ,. 
- (k/2)2 ) ....... 
. \ ·. 
. . 
.:, .•~ . 
. . -_., .,. 




• • ,1 ' • 
. '' ···'. .... 
. . j .. 
. : ..... · - . 




.·.·· · an·d period · 
•·_- ... · T = 2r/w: .. -
-
. n .· ·. ,· ... -- . 
. 
. ·. 





' ;..... .• 
-




t, I •• :, ·-;, , . 
• 




. ( ' 
' . 
! . . . 
• • .. 
. ' 
' . 
' .. .is s_hown -in Figure 3. 3. · It should be noted that the oscillations· 
. \. ~. .. . 1··~ '. ·- ' . ., 
'' 
) · .. require approximately 25 msec. to subside. It is precisely. thi.s · .. 
·.-' .~,,,,..· 
,• 




-·. oscillatory behavio! that we ·seek . to eliminate by the application , ',, 
. I . :·• .·.·, ." 
. ··~- . of'· an optimal regulator control. .. Ila 
• • 
. 1-- -, . 
• 
- . . .· The firs:t. step in the/ developme~t o.f ~ . optimal- c6ntrc:,1. is the. . • , ... 




o· ,...:..· .. 
--- .... u 
. ; 
matrices will be -more fully discussed in Chapter V'* Here the .. ~ . 
. 
matrices w~;re chosen to illustr,tte the effect of their "selection on 
··- the behavior of the .feedback_ gains k12 (t) and k22 (t), the optimal 
I 
. 
. " control u-*(t), and the optimal .trajectories ·x*(t). The val-ues . , . . . • 1 .. : ~ · .. -
I.-' 
' .. 
.. . ..... :, .. 
• 1-. . 209}, and R = (1), a seal.ax. The' tin.al time·, Tf, was selected 8.s 
.. 





msec •. With. these values, t-he··Riccati equat·ion wa.s n·umerically- .. · 
· int..egrated, and the. optimal~ feedback_ gains, control law, ~d-':c;,p.J.t;j_1fi~J.:. · 
;. 
---.. -




. shown in F-igures · 3.4 thro:ugh 3.6 .. ~ th~se_. graphs, _only _k:21,(t 1· 
. 





fee.dba,ck, piatrf~ K(t ) .. :whicll e·nt~r into. the ·optinia.J control . (cf .. · . 1 ' . 
1 .•• 
- -.. ·., .. ' 
. ' 
....... 
•. ,,-, r 
. 
...... .'~.,r.·:.~ ·., 
- :'. - ' . 
/ 
. .:-··· 




. - _·,.. • .• :-:v .. , L~q. (3 .6)) • Three immediate interferences· about: the: q.e~enderi9e ot.7 •· -: · · 
' \. '' 
.. ·· ·.K(-t) o~ Q a~e apparent from. these graphs. As~ tlle n11merical 'values-·. . ' . ' . . . ' 
' -
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' I ' , I ,~.,,,..,. 
' ,. 
' , < 
. . 
·(l) the initial vaJ,.ue of '.the feedback. gains K(t0 ) 






· ~ · ~ (2) K( t) remains constant over ~ gre·~ter portion· of ~h~ 
interval in.which the. control is effective, and ·. . - ' -.. . ' .. 
' . 
"\ . . . . . ) . ' 
. . (3) at th'e end· of the 'interval·, the' -feedb~ck matrix. decreases ' -
' '' . 
. 




The· optimal contr.ols u *(t) ·fol:" t~ese .we~glrti~,g- matrices are shown 
·r 
• 
' i~ F.igure 3.7. As·· the posit~on and ve~ocity deviation ·coefficients_ . 
Q increase, ·thet initial value ·of the :feedback control increases in 
absolute. value.- Thus for the same· initiaJ. position errors, the 
·~ 
.. 
optimal control .compensate.s for th;ose errors earlier in _tbe· ·interval 
., 
" as Q ·is irtcreas·ed-. At the end ... o:f' ·the interval the control tends .to ..... _ 
zero. 
The optima.l trajectories of the. posi,t~on: ·and velocity state · 
variables,. x1 (t) and x2 (t). ., respectively'. are shCJW?l in ~igures: 3 .. e and 
3.9 for Q = Di;ag (io, ·10) and Q = Di_&g {1·00, 1·00). · :rt ~~s ~pparent 
. 
~ 
. ;from tlie-·se ~igure~ ____ tba:~ th;e ·osGiJ.lat_ory behavior of l:?e _ st.ate va:ri-
·~ ables has been completely .s11ppr.essed by ·the appl.ication of the 
•. 
control. The effect of i·ncreasing ·Q is to increase the rate of ··· .; ... . . . . . 
. ' '. 
return of the .system to ·the or.i_gi:n. Both state variab.les ~. pos,ition .· 
r· _,- ~-
. . ' 
' 
. ' ' 
'\ .... . 
. ' . 
- ,. .• . 
/,•.•- ., ' 
.. 
. . ' 
' ·r' 
~ ' ..... 
·"~ . 
.. . ~-.t 
. ~- \ 
. • "I. ....... 
and velocity·, have been quiesced to the zero. state. within El.pproxi~ · / ... ~ · .·· ;···.::,::· . 
.. : ,. .. , '. 
• 




stationary througb.-ou.~· .the· interval, and ·only depart from ·this .. . ' . ', ', :- . . . ' ' 
. 
. 
.. ·.. . 
.... ~ , .• 1·· 




. I . . - . . . :· . . viewpo;tnt, it may be possible .. to implement a controller which 
' . ' ,,1-.. ·- --... ' 
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maintains the constant feedback throughout the interval, instead of 
. ' . 
duplicating the behavior illustrated in Figures 3.4 through 3.6, since 
I • . 
both state variables are essentially zero at the end of the interval. 
:An analysis would have to be made to determine hbw such an implemen-
tation would affect the response of t:p.e system .. 
For example, consider the second-order system {3.l) operating 
_ llllder -constant position and velocity feedback, • 1. e., 
f(t) = C ~~t) + d x(t) + g(t) 
• 
Combining equations (3.1) and (3.13) yields 
2 . 
d ~t)·+ (k:...c) ~~t) + (w 2-d) x(t) =. g(t). (3.14) 
J 
If the feedback constants· c and d are chosen such ·that k"= c and 
w 
2 
= d, then eg;g_ation (3.14) becomes 
. ' ci2x(t) _ 
-dt 
. J . ' • 
g{t) 
• (3.15) 
It would appear from (3.15) that the system could be made to perform 
in any desired manner by suitable choice of the driving function 
-· · g{.t). Theoreti,cally, this is correct. However, a practical 
re~izati·on of this can only be accomplisheq. if the feedback· con-
stants c and d can be · made . exactly equal to the system parameters 
. 
. 2 . 
k and w . Sl_ight deviations from equality will introduce pertur- .. 
bations in x(t) that will not be co11Iperisated for by g(t) ... Thus the 
substitution of constant feedback_ gains for the time-vaeyi.ng gains 
K(t) wcy- not be a.cceptaole -i-n practi·ce. 






















.. - ·\.i.·, 
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,_.·,. . ' 
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I errors .on -t~e performance. of the system, ·measured in terms .of the: • .. . --t ,J 




ti!J).e required to sett1~- to -a zero st.ate , a simulation of the system -




- .., ' was perform.eel. Initial errors ·of' .from l .address -point to· 110 .. ad-




. : _ The results.of the simul'.ation ~re .shown.in.Figure 3:r10, where the·· • • • • - • It 
"-, 
.. ' . I - ... initial .. po,sition .. e.rror is plotted .. again.st- ·t,he sett.l-i~g time. - For -' . . . 




this, simulation~-·· sett-ling· time is. defined as the; time ~equired · for. --. . . ~ 
. 
. 
the system position to ret·urn· to within one· half addre,ss.. point of - - ' - . - . 
.· r~'- -
-
-- - , - . 
- • . • I 
',;'Ill·.· 




-'? ·- .! 
_ i.ien~ .such that, if the control .. were terminated at that moment,··the 
..... " ~ .. 
.. ' 
- I 















. it is ·seen that, even_ for l~ge errors,· the system s·till quiesces 
to a zero state within 6. msec. The results o·f this s:imulation were· ' . .. 
. ,, ' 
. 
used to det:ermirie the r~ge .of in·itial position e.rrors U$.ed in the 
. 
. expetj.ment· ~esc:ribed in Chapter V. - Alth~_ugh it. is ·true .th.at l~rge .. 
sye;tem e;rrors · Will subside within 6 msec. , the ~gital C01J1.pilter -·._: 
simulation ti-me. in~re~ses, as th~ .init,i·al. po:sition erro~. increases, . ~ ' 
. 
. .. . 









• •. '.., '• , ,• • . ,''. ·._ • ' ., ' 
This is t:rue, ·be·c~use, for large errors, in orde.r· to ma,int.~n ~ con.,.. · -"· . . •. t. .. . . 
.... 






-- . stant local ·t·~cation .error ·in ·the. Runge-Kutta .nUill.e-rical integr~tion •· . ' . . ... ' . ' 
. 
' - ' . '' '. -. . .. . . 
. ' . . .· . 
. ' ' 
. . procedure ,- a smaller s~epsiz·e must be ·taken. E~ch · step_ J:.>t· the ·_ pro.... _ -
'>it~~~·,1,-i.• 
cedure requires .. at. ie~t fo.ur e~uations· of the system differential · . I • . 
• ',. • I 
equations, and thus t.ot~ computer simulat~on time becomes' excessive 
,,_,.,;\,., ; I 
when· la.rge errors axe considered. Since materia.l J y 
I,.. 
,\ . ' 
' . 
. , ... ; ~-~ 
, .. 
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'1, . ', 
. . 
.. , ' 
< . . . 
. ' 
·degrade the regulator system r.esponse,. but do ... s:i:gri:i.fic-antly increase 
computer .sim~ation ,time, the . experiments o·:r Ch~pte! V were ·conducte.d ,, 
' 
with small ( 10 address .po'ints) initial position errors in-'order to .• ·. . . .. , . 
. 




. reduce colttl>uter simulation. __ time. Further, .in act·ua1- operation,.· 
.f 
' -
. . ext;remely l~ge, catastrophic e.trors-· are·- not ·expected to occur. ' . 
. ·.· •' 
. "., . 
. ", . :•. 
In this c;hapter, the g1tl vanometer system mode·.1 has been .. described. ·. 
··It remains t·o deci.de upon .a rat·iona1· mea.rts to select the arb~trary 
w~_i ghti~g matri.ce~s Q: and R, and to examj ne the . impli ca.t ions- of the . • 
' . 
choice on the performance o;f ·the system.· Chapte·r r.v introduces the,. 
concept o:r sensitivity, and .in. Chapt.er. V ·a method ·of uti:li,~ip.g the., 
? 
artitrariness of the $ele,ction .of the we~gnti~g .matr'ice·s is proposed-... · 
.., 
end· ·analyzed. 
. : ->, 
·-· 
·.< 
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. ,, IV. . · SENSITIVITY .ANALYSIS · . .. 
I .. 
. L-., . 
.... , • 
~--· . 
, ~:, The· purp01Se of thi's: ch.apter is t6 int,:rqduce the concept .Qf' . -- . • .. 
· r .. -•-:--
·,; t '_ , 
I .• ' 
. 
tJ ·. sensitivit.y analysis within the ,context of the optimal :regulator . ' . . . - •. .... ' 







. cont·rol.problem. 1- A large l:i.terature·-on.t·he.--.subJect .of· ~ensitivity·· • • I ~ 
'- '. 
~a1ysis .exists I6,13_,14,16,24,25.,2a;so-], but on1y· a :.smaJ.'l portio~ . . -~ ~-
. 
. .. 
of i-t is exclusively concerned with sensitivity -anaj.y's-is ·.of, regulator . . . '·. 
. 
• 





' . subject of sensitin'ty analys·i_s .s,pecificaliy with r;e.g.B.rd to' 
. 
. 
r~gulator systems. Although both. ::perform.,ance-· -index and state .. - ' 
. 
-· trajectory sensiti'vi ties may be considered., only the . con·cept ·ot. 
t·rajectory sensitivity is dis~ussed iri t~is chapt~r, si~ce system· 
de~_ign objectives ·are most o:rten stateq in. terms .. of .. ~speci.ficati9ns, 








.'-.; . . .. 
·,, I 
,· 
: ,· 4 .1 · Introduct.ion ~ .. - . . . :.~ .-
. . 




state t.rajectories based upon the assumed vaJ.u~s for the .para~ ' , 
' ~- ~ ' 
meters ·of the system. However, t·hese nominal· sys~em par·~:met~~I?·, ·.-.. , ·" ;.·:· .. , ·· 
. . ~ . .... • •. J 
.. a.re known. imperfectly and· .in_ general will differ .·from the, ~gtuELl 
' .. 
.. '. . 
.... - . 
' • ' • I ' <,).. ~ ..... ~ I 
• ... 
• 
• parameter values· because ·o:t measurement i·riaccuracie~ ,· co~ponent. 
· _ . aging, or because they vary slowly with tim,¢. In the ·galvano- . · .. :.· .... • ' . • '. . . • . . • ·, • ' 
. . ', ·. . . 
. . • 't 
. I 
meter deflect·ic:,n s.ystem under· consideration, ,b.f:at'ing effects ·due. . ..... . . ·. ' 





. . . r;. , . 
to the curre.n~ flowi~g .. ___ in the_ galvanometer'. ~ot~_r armature· may ., ,· . 
. affect the values of armature· ·inductance or residtance, thus 
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' 
.. , ...... 
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• 4 ••. 
, freqµency and. damping ratio~ from the asstnned nominal parameter · · 
' . 
' .. ,:,. ', ' 
.. .. . 
,;. •. - . 
. •; - .... 
,,, . .J• •. 
' ' 
. . ,-· ' . 
. ·:; .· '-. ' .. 
·····\,; values. The· analysis or_ t~e· effects of these· parameter-induced, 
• '.: I • 
.. 
I' . 
.. · ........ .,,._ .. 
_ _. variati._ons' on· the· .opt_ima.l 'control system is ,the' subject_· o:f .. . . . ,,- ' \• -t, I, \. ~-
·'· ~- . 
' ' - ... 
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sensitivity· analysis. · : __ · 
.. 
. . Sensitivity analysis is· an important adjunct t·o any mathe- . 
· ._ .. ma.tical.·-. o]itimiz,,at-ion · problem, .-in ·t·he· sens_e · that i~ :i-s· tne · ·knowledge·· 
. of' system sens.itivity that renders· the optimal :SPlution meaningful 
·and us.eful.. In the design of ·an optimal regulator control, nominal 






. struction of the s_ystem. pe_r.formance index,· the wei_gbting :matri·ci~s I • • . • M •• • 
• : • 
. • 
... :-for positi-on d.eviat:i.ons. fr·om 'zero and input c·on.t·rol were ae;E?ign.'ed 
-· . 
arbitrarily. It .i-s: ,imp9rta.n-t to ~et ermine -t~e dependencies of the, 
I• ·• ' 
• l • 
optimal solution·- upon the·se as·sumption:s .. • . I 
4.2 Historical Revi:ew. of s·ensit:iv.i·t_y Analysis 
. 
. The interet?t _in corttroi system sensitivity ma;y ·oe t.rec:-ed to • . e,. 
-. 
... 
the pione~~ing work of -;Bodce· in feedbac~ system theory (1945). This . .. 
--·-·' . 
. 
work may be co:n.sidered ·a.s the .-beginn-ing '"of the modern theory of 
·. feedback systems. · Tlie'··sensitivity of an overall system· transfer 
•, •• • 
' I function, T(s), with'.resp~ct to a parameter, a, was defined.by 
\ ~ - . 
·Bode as the ratiO of "tp.e relative change· in .a to th~ rel41-t,i~ .... _. 
. . ' 
'·.-,' ,;,· 
. 'I " 
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. ~(s_) = 
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This definition of: sensitivity· impli~s that th.ei· sens:i.'t~iv:ity o:f ··a 
" 
- '· j • . • ..... . " " • -r-----· , 
:perfect syitem i~ inrlni te. In su'bseqt..ent year~' with "Gp.e .\emphasis 
. ' 
. . 
. ·. J . 
._ , I 
. ., 
on the reduction. of .contr~l · syst'ein 
1
sensitivity ·with respect t~o 
,... .... .. 
• - . 
.. • 
. \. • I_ ' '.. • ~. parameter varia.tions, the d:efirii tion was-· -modi-fi.ed by Truxal -f29:J,·-§~o,: ... · 
• • 
• r • 
' 'if' r .. ,,, 
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. -.:·· 
-•' ! 
__ .., oT 
--oa - • ( 4-.. -2). · ··., J. 
ST(s) is a measure of the percent_age ch.ang~- in T(·s·)' for..- El. 'p--e_reett.age . a· . 
. . - . 
' . . . 
-
ch~ge ·in the parameter. a. A direct physical-interpr:et-ation ·of 





variable, s. ·!n part.icul·ar, if ST(s_) is complex, then a dire.ct 
. . a.. . . . 





Another s.en:~itivit·y· me.asiire:, ·p·ro:ppsed by Tomovic [28], is based 
t' ' .. --- . 
- . 
on .the dependence· of ,solu~ion,s· of di:f'ferential.. · eqµat,ions to para;.. 
• . ' 
•' . ' ~ .. 
meters. Let a -syst.em parame_ter have the- rio~_nal ·va1u~ !!o, and 
.._I. ~ 
. 
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;_· - ~· ~ . 
. ' 
. ·-
' '. ' • . ,_"' ' '-i~ :. . ,1 ' 
-· .I,, . 
x(t ;a) in the system response may ·be expanded -in a Taylor seri,es 
. -
... 
. about the nominal value !!o: 
· I·· · x ( t · a) - x ( t · -a ) 
- ,_ - '=o-. 
. ' ' 
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''. •• . l. ·., ' r' .. ' 
·"' -· ' 
I . 
:\ ~. · .
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. ' . 
, which is ·a .:f'unction of t.ime,. , ..... 
~ ; I 
. 'ti . 
. · .. ·. ·, 
}.I ,, :'.-
' ', ' 
' ' . 
. ·. 0 i 
.. . . · ... •? '. ~ ~: 
·a I 
. . 
. , . ·j I 
. . . I 
,_ .. ·. !!',''" 
=o 
:'. .. ', . 
< 
·.is a lin~-ar -~pproxi:mation to the. ~~~ge·.~Ii ~(t;~) at .the .time~t .d.ue to. ,. ·,-:···:· 
. . . 
~a· cb~ge. a.~i in the parameteT ai fro~ its nominal value 8,10· The·_ :····· ·:,::· .. · .. · 
• 
' • I ~ ' • 
·_. _· · survey arti~le by KokotOYic mi.d· Rutman .[13] cont.ains an .overview of . -· .'.,, :: 
. .. 




. '. .;, ~ 
. .. 
· other approaches _to the definition of se·nsitivity functions.· The· 
. 
-
. · -:.<,.~~de,:fi:nitd£on· upon ,whi·ch --the ,rem·ainder of· ,th-is. chapter· is based is that 
of -Tomovic. · 
,, I 
·:, I.. 
'L First- and ·second-order sensitivity models will be -de·ve:1·ope:a-· :for < . 





i{t) = ·Ax(·t) +· Bu.(.t) 
- ~ ----
x(t ) = · x· 




... operat_i~g,.under an opt_imal regulator contro·1 
:Substitution .of (4-.5) into (4.4) yields 
>-~: 





·To explicitly· demonstrate ·th_e dependence of the state trajectory 
... 
· ·,(4.-6) is written ·as·· 
-· i •• 
. ·. ::'. '·_ .. 
. I,. • 
l, .• .' 
. . ' 
- ( I 
•' 
... , ;•·· J 
... ~ .. -;· ...... - -·, , (4.7) 
- , ,i . ' 
. ~~~......... ' 
' . :, ,: 
' ·, I, ', 
l. 
X ( t . •, a} · = . JC · 
- 0 - ,·-- •• ,?} 
.... ·.· ' . 
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' .:,'1 • -. . . . l ' . . . ' ,·' . ' -· . ' ' . ' ' . ·. . . ' It is important to note -in eq •. (.4.7) that ~tho:ugh the ·teedbac~., gain,· __ -
. matrix K(tl' i~ted. as· 8, i"unction Of'the nOinh1a1 System para.meters 
'I . 
'!o' the . dependence o:r ~(t) _on'~ is .ignored' in the. sequel._- 'This 
t, ' ~~ - ' • 
a~sumption, namely,. 
• • • • .: ·.'' -: ' • j 
.~ 
-,. t: : 
. . ...;..I:. ' 0 . -.
" . . ·, -~ : ... 
. ;.' 
·oK(t ~-a) ',_ 
0 (4. 8). ---.. oa 
-
. for J.1 feedba6k gains K(t) and ali parameter$~~ is justified, not· 
on :mathematicai grounds, but by physicaJ. reasoni~g. _ In any optimal_ 
~ontrol .de~ign problem, the yalrie of ~the· feedback ·matrix K (t) will 
be designed dependent . UJ>On .the nominal_ plant -parameters !o; a 
~ 
-physical. co~~rol unit. will_ the'n be constructed to implemeµt_ the . -
- '*' . - . 
. 
• 
·controller. The assumption repre·sented by (4-.8) states tha.t the_ 
-
"-r:-
' . - ~ ':- ' ' -
- ... ._::.r'" 
. ,..,~. 
/ ... --- -
·, ---: control .unit, once·- des_igned and i~plemented for, a nominal para.meter 
-; 
, • • • :Mi ' 
. 
_- ~-, is henceforth i~dependent of any_.parameter-indµ~ed variations 
in the controlled plant. 
'· 
In the system (4. 7). it _is further as sinned that the state 
. variable·s ~(t ;~) are continuous in !. and t-hat -all required partial 
..... 
-· 
.. derivatives of x(t ;-a) with respect -to a e.xi·st and are continuous - - . -
iri ·!_.-- This assumption, which permit~ _the interch~ge of the -order 
·· a£ differentiation with respect to t and !., [17], is physically · , 
-- I_ -
. :reasonable. _ E;_ssential-ly it re-stricts consideration .to those systems 
., 
• _ •. t.'L with a fixed. struct~e; i.e.' systems for which there are no jump ~·'_, 
. ;.:~· )v 
·1 





· discont:tnuities in: the r_ight _ hand ~_side of (4. 7). 
. ,, . 
~·t=' 
' For the system (4.7), parameter induced variations in the 
1 .. , 
,., I 
.'-,.1 ,:·•,. 
·-_~- --i_:···· ·, .,: .-- -· ·. system st~te !_;(t; . !!_l a.re obtained by expanding the _state in a 
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. ~(t ;!) ... _. '2£_(t ;·~-) 
·= (6a •V)x(t:·a) 
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where t:tie· individual terms in 
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-··. first order ·sensiti_vi ty ·compon.ertt,s: of the· Taylo~ $~ri·.es ' •... ,: 
.,..... L -- ·- I 
expansion, ·and where the ·terms in 
:..-. 











·, ·: ... 
('4 .. 11.) 
are the'· N3 second order· sensitivity co:mppnents. Higher order 
terms may be included in th~ .expansion· aimilariy. 
. . . 
Quantitative changes in the state V:i').r:i.ables may- be easily 
.. 
es:timated f'rom e.gUation (.4 .9J. For _example, f'or a secend-order 
' 
system (~I=2), tbe change in value of' t_be second state variable 
' " 
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:. :~l- \ •.· 
. 
•' . Th'e ch·ap.ge in-~ ~t->~Y time due t-o. ch-~g~s in: 8:i, ·:~d ·~2 may ·be 
·~ 
. e-stini&ted to s·econd -order by. this equation. ,· 
... 
4.4 Derivation-of Sen·sit.ivity Functions I 
In Qrder to ·coin.IJut:e the par~eter.;induced variations- i·n a 
state vari-able,. it is. :required that· the sensitivity coefficient·s 
appear~g_:in (4.12)_ be known fo:r ·all tilne. 
•: 
- I A .number o:r· a.l·gorithms_ lia.ve been·· developed -for, sp¢,c!.al ·. •.- :..,.. 
. . . :. :· 
.. 
'·1 ·~{· ,; '\ 
cases {3,25].. For 1.inear_, si~1gle~inpttt·,, ti1I1e-iriv.arjant systems, 
.. it is po:ssiole .inpprinciple to ·s·olve- t·he: syste~·.equations and dif-
:rerentiat-e the .. result with resp¢ct ·to. t·he Et:trameters· ·to -obt·ain 
·--r the result.. -~Howey~r, for nonlinear cir t:inie-varyi.ng systems thi.s. · 
~ 
-~ is a.Jmost always impossible, exce.pt in -the "filost trivial caf3es .• -
Another· :nethod for trte. geper-ation of the sensitivity ·funct:ions 
,· 
... involves th_e simulation of' the-·syste:m (4.7) ·in- ·par~:r;rieter s·pace. 
.Even for relatively low order systems, this is _a nontrivial t~sk., 
.. ' 
~·__:..... . 
·---.- requiri:llg the iter'ation of solutions. of' the matrix Riccati equation·., 
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.. for the sensitivity ~cti6hs bY.·di:f'ferentj.:ati~g the · system . · . j) 
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equations 'rlth respect to the system. plka;mete:r V'e0t9r ,!, and then 
··-,. ... . . . ' ' . 
. . ' . ' . 
·, 
. ' . 
.s.e>lving the· resulting equati.ons .' 
. ' '. . -
...... 
. ' .. ' 
·,. 6· 
'-·-· • .J' 
Td Obtain dif'f'er"ential equations f'or the. se!ls~t.ivity f'unctionS·, .. > 
. • • . . . ,J,· . '" .,I 
'\ 
di:f-!erentiate (4·.a) with respect· to ·a to obtain . 
- ' ' . . . . 
'' •• · '. ! ·: • .·;: -'J 
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'· - + ··- x(t .. ;a) · . · • 
- ·-·. (4.13) " v~ . 
.. h --
. . 
Since, under the assumptions stated prev.i.oul;ll.y, the 'inte:rch~ge o:f -
the order o:f differentiation with respect to tillle . and the paralneters ,. 
. .' 
is permitted in (4.13), define the N x N sensitivity :nia.trl.x e1(t;_!.) as: 













Then eq. ·f4~13) may. be wrifrte;ri' ~s; 
. . . 
u(t;a) 
-
• • I' . 
.• 
. ' .. 
. . . 2· The system of' equations represented by (4.15) are a set of n · linear, 
f'irst-order, time~:varying_ dif':fe~ntial equS.tion~ ... The i, -,j th element 
• • ·- We ' . - ' • • •. • '. ·-. • 
' - '.• . 
o:f the matrix id t ; ~) is ;t.he sensitiv:i. ty of the i th state variable ·. · .. 
--- ~-~·.":'.; ~-·;_'.·_~~-::. . \ . ' '. 
. ·:. ' : ~ 
x1 with I'El'spect · to i~ati()I}s iri the· jth parameter aj. In· particular, 
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. .. For linear, time-invariant .systems, it .can be shown that .the···:' 
" . 
/ matrix t1 ( t ;a) is symmetr.ic in the sense that [25] 
-
·, 
tT. (t · a) = 1 j ''!"-" 
i=2, •.• ,N 






·Then there are only 2N d.i~tinct elements of o- (t ;~). Howev.~-r ~ the 
. ~ . 
.I 
·~ ' 
·system (4.15) _is cle·a.rly ti~-dependent~ and the stated result d<;>.e:s . . 





,.:,t-:-· ~-: 'P· ·. . 
=i· 
H_igh·er-order sensitivity . :f'unctions may oe readil.Y. generateq.. ,by.-
repeated differentiation of the system e.quat-ions-. - :For ex@l.J:lle~··th.~ 
lao·.:1· ·· 
second-order sensitivity._ :f'unctidds· are obtained by differentiat~g ·. ,_· 
,, (4 .15) with ~spect to the. parameter vector a: 
-
. ' ~. 
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u(t ;~) _. = {A(!:) - 13R-:-;+~TK(t)'} 
". 
· ~A(a) l .. 




+ a,; q (t ;.!!_) \ . (li.18) 
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'T ,f ·, 
• • • I 
I • ' • 
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Under the assumptions on ·the differentiability and continllitY pro-
perties of u (t ;~) ,- the order of' differentiation with respect to !. 
.. and .t mey be interchanged, and· (4.18) ·be'com¢~-
. . 
•. 
- -· -I (4 .19) 
where 
ocr( t ;a) 
-
·· : · _ 0 ( t ; a) · =· 






. - •. . ·-1 
·· is the second-order sensit;i:vit"Y te11sor. When the equations. for the 
; ' . 
. . . 
' .( 
· first- and second-orcler sensitivity' functions a.re expressed in tensor "'" 
• ·- • • ' • - • I I 
notation~ the systems of equations (4.15) and (4 ,19) bec:ome . 
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= {A .. - B. R-lBT K .(t)} ,iJ. 1 (_t;_~) 1J in n~ mp PJ · 
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. .. ,:e.tlp~.cti,r.e.ly ... In .aquations .. ,(4 •. 2,1.,)., .. ,m).d (.4 .• 22.),., the .:s1ub·s,cripts':'m .. :azi:d n 
7 · r~ge from 1 to M. The s,nnmation convention is implied· over_,_a11· . ' . 
···1 
., 
· repeated ind.ices. ~iN is the· Kronecker delta .. 
' . 
- .. 
. . Initial conditions for the sensitivity equations are obtained 
. 
' by _observi~g that, since. the parameters can have no ·effect. on the 
. . 
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-~ .. lt.5. Structure of.the Sensitivity Model 
. . ' 
, I . In. ~he previous se-ction, sensitivity functions· were defined for 
'"1 . • ~ general class of linear systems,· and ·sets of differential e.quations 
were derived to. permit their. generation. In this secti_on, the ·tenso.r 




.. system under study, and. th·~:· structure. of\~·the res:ulti~_g sensitivity· 
:r1.. . 
model is· exhibit.ed. .The· 1.f'irst--0~der . sensiti.vity model· is· shown ___ to· .. ·-•· 
. 
. consist of four ·integrators; the secon(i-order ·Sensitivity model ,.· •.'. ,. -~ ..... 
. . . . .. -:i;*' ' . . . . . ·. . . 
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· shown to consist of e_ight integrators. · The f'il'st-order moi~l requires 
. . .. ' 'i - . 
·. the .observat,ion of both state variable_s ~ and the second-order model I ' 
. ---
require$ the Observation of· the fow first-order sensitivity :f'uilctions • 
. ' . 
:.·· .· .... :..:. - ' 





~imultaneously. with the state tr~ject·9ries . 
,. ,-· . ' , . .. , . . . I , 
• ',-i 
' • J• ' . 
. . 
. , .. 1=- -
For a second-order system, the four· f'il'st-ord.er s~nsithi.ty 
- . 
.. ' 
. ' .. 
. : . -. ' , .-.• ' .... · . 
· .· . · . · ,~cti~ns · "·· . (t;a) ax~ given by 
. ' . . lJ· 
. / . ' ' ' ' . ' . . ' . ' . . ' 
;.\ . ' ' ,-,, ... - . ' ,· ! '. . 
... 
• 
a· (t ·a) = 11· · ' 
• • 




. ~-- ~'. . . 
· (4.23) .· 
. . ' , ,, 
t 
, .. ,, . .' 
. . ...... 
-
' . . 
. ' ;- ~ 
' 0'2l(t;a) = -(8:i + k2;1}t))e1ll - <~2 + k22<t) )1121 - '1_(t;aJ · .. 
'•. ;_, ' ,/ 
' ' 
subject ··to. the 111it·ia1 condition_s 
\. 





· Equations (4.23) a:re a Set of f'our f'irst;_order ~ time-.;,.arying, ·linear 
differential equations Which are to be solved by nmnerical.ly inte-
_ grating from t 0 to Tr·· It should be noted .that the time-va.ry:i.ng 
. 1- .. . . . 
components k21 (t) and k~2 (t) h~ve been computed and' stoTed. · Since · , Ci•· • : , . ; .:,: ·.• 
-- . 
only the -current value of the s~ate Variables ~(~;a) and x
2 
(t ;a)· 
· are require·d in the soluj;io~ of (4.23), the equations mey be adjoined.•.•··• · 
. ' . •, ·:·· 
. to _the system eciU.~t:l.p#s (3. 9 ) and sOived simultaneously with them [16] .. 
. I •• I .. ···,' 
The structure of the resulting system Sensitivity- model is shown 
.. ' . . . ' ', . ' ' . . 
' l . 
. · 59 

















. FIGURE 4.1. STRUCTURE OF.THE SENSITIVITt MODEL 
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The· c&r-responding .second-order sensitivity equations are. given by 




- ·- T 
. . ~ ~:..i., ·. ' , , . . • 
n = n - . , __ ..... '' -. 111 211 · .. , • ... '' • j I, ~' • 
I· .'. 
• ··~ .. : ' •.• I • •', • ,,.,r ' 
-~ ~: ' r . 
' . ' 
. 
0112 = 0212 - ,· .-· 
n = n ' 
- ,- _ -121 - ,2·21 




s:ub·ject to initial condit.ion$ ·-
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. i : 
-.. 
~l\ :, : 
1· . 
' 
i ,j ,k = 1,2. - , .. 
. 
Since only the current values of the first-order sensitivity functions 
· u .. (t ;a) are required to solve· equations (4.24), these eqlia.tions m.ay 1J ' 
be adjoined to the sys_tem and first-order sensitivity equations. 'l'he 
' . 
rt;tSuJ.tinli system. and its first and second-order. sensitivity lllOdels 
'' 
are rE!pre'sented by a .set of 14 first~rder, time--Varyi:n.g, linear .. ·, 
•' 
.. 
.. differential equation's' Gonsist.ing of equations (3~9), (4.23)~ a.ri<1 ·· 
' -- - - - . ' - - ' - - '. 
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4.6 · !;m,Pirical Sensitivity Fun·ctions · 
I ; , 
' 
. . 
,. ,..... . 
. . 
.•·· In this section -the theory of .. the ··precedi,ng sec~iog:s_·:is ·illus- ·, 
. ' ' • . 
. . - ~ . 
. . t 
.. 
. t·rated by. the n1nn~rical .calculat~on of the first. and second-order····~ 
\ sensitivity. functions .for ·the example·s. of Ch·apter III. The. sen·sit~vity 
·-
. ,~equations :·(4:2·3) -~and ·-(4-~·24 l ·we·re ltd'j'6i11e·d t:-o the·· sy·stem,··~quat'ions · 
(3.9) · and the re.su1ti.ng set of' liµear, first-order differential 
' 
. 
. equations was. solved by c·omputer simulation. The.first order sensi-
tivity :f'unctions "ij (t ;!!_) are exhibited in Figures 4.2 thro:ugh 4,5; 
' . 
-.the second-order sensitivity f'unctions O •• k{t ;~)··are e~1ibited .in . . . 1J 
. . 
,J 
~igures 4.6 th.ro~gh 4.13. The functions vree computed for three -
values· of the we_igbti~g"·matrix Q;: Q :; Di_ag (.~o, ·10), Q = Di_ag· 
, (1:00, · 100), and Q = Di_ag (·200, ·2.00). For aJ l first.-:- and second-order 
. .,, 
~ 
sensitivity functions' the .·values of ·the we_i,ghti~g· matrix Q-. are 
identified on the. graphy by the Notations ~, ~~ Q3, respectively .. ; 
F!om these. graphs tit is apparent that all o:r· the sensitivity .. _ 
,1 ~- ..... 
I.I·" . 
.J 
. : .functions decrease in absolut.e magnitude as the weigh~_ing .matrix Q · . 
- ~ 
. - . 
-
:· ·- ~~ 




. which the ·control is effective.· This observation· confirms ··the rule • • • - • ' ' J 
• 
of thumb, ·made for :reedback ~,systems in ·general, that increasing the. -'U : • . 
• . 
• 
. gain in the feedback loop d~cre·a.ses the sensitivity Of the' Sys,telll to 
. (i;. 
p_arameter variations. Since a.ll·:,'d_ff ·the sensitivity functions · 
\ -
. asymptotically appro8;~~- zero , at . the fin~;'"tim~. Tf, the fi'nal ·state, 
' -· ~ 
·,\. '.: . . 
. 
of thE; system, e_(Tf',~), is ~a:ff'ected by first- or second-order 
. ,, 
r.',.; , 
. ~- .. ; . 
', .. , 
. ,- .•. · ··1,' 
' ' '-· : ..i.•:j ,,;,. :·_ . 
. ·,-::·:"..-"'' . 
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. ·para.meter perturbations. Parameter variations affect only the rate of 
. · decei of th~ 'system to a zero. state. This is true for both k- and w2 -
· variations.· Thus-~- the optimal. control, des.igned usi~g a set of nominal , •. r' ·: 
parameter. values, demonstrates the particularly desirable· property of . 
. robustness in the presence of ·unforseen variations. Tl;ie. optim~ • 
f 
.. . Lr-control will :force the. galvanomete·r to rest and maintain it at: rest 
· ... ,even .if ·.the ,actual parameters differ .s_ignificantly from the-nominal. 
,/ 
. . 
.. p~a:meters ,used in th·e design· of the control. . ~ This behavior is ·a 
special property of r~gulator systems_, and, in general, is not shared 
amo~g other feedback' system des_igns_. 
, 
.. 
. In addition to the general observations made· above' certain·· .. 
"' ~ .. , 





sensitivity .functions. For example, from .the gr.apb of the sensitivity ~ . -.: .. 
. function O' 11 (t· ;~) it may be concluded that an increase in the natural 














to· the increase .,._in vibration frequency. · A .i.decrease in vibration . ' ' .. . 
. 
' - I • .. -
,· frequency will cause ·a correspondip.g increase in _position deviation •. 
. Conversely, -ex~i .. !).at.!von · of the sensitivity function_ ~12 (t ;a) .. in _ . 
. 




. ·"t. . . 
. ~, 
·1 .,_ ., 
.• "(l;_r"4 
·_.,'• ~ .' . '.. - •, . ' 
' ' , .. ',i . • J • tf '1 
. . .. . . ·. . .. .-;.-: .. 
_-.-··ak .= (k. ~ k ., - > . Cl i·· · -ol . 
. ' · . 
. . . .. -.: .. , . 
• • : :· I 
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• in position deviation will 
• increase the deer.ease k from zero; a 
causes 
·~. 
a ~orre spondi_ng decrease in .the positiqn deviation·. 
Interpret·at ion Of the ··Se COnd ·o:rder sensitivity functions ,1 
• requires analysis, • since a more ~subtle cross proquct 
in ea.ch terms. A d.et ailed of the deviati·ons included 
par~eter are •. 
-
t analysis wou14 • require the specification qf eacli of the. parameter· 
,( 
v~iations, and_~.G.alcµl.at ion ·?o .. f .. state .. pe~urbat_ions ·USi~g equation ' ' •~-. I 
.. (4.9) •. 
- • .J·' 
.• 
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.. · · · V. . SENSITIVITY BEDUC'rION 
' . 
I. 
·.. . ;·, ,;, .•. . 
' "'' ''. 
. . 
,. .... The purpo'se of this chapter is to indicate a possible.;. method· 
"-"J 











. . . 
. 
Q and R in the system performance. measure. A suitable measure of 
overall system· sensitivity is defined as an integral metric of the . . . 




·. firf?t-o·rder se.nsitivity :tunctions introduced and de.fined ill Chapter IV. ~ . ~ . . . 
' 
To· analyze the s_ignificanc~ ·or the effect of the choices of the axbi-
. 
~ trary we.ighti~g matrices on this metric, and thus an overall· 
sensitivity, a computer simulation experiment i_s des_igned and . 
. -
performed. Analysis of the sources of variation in the simulation 
· results indicate that the w.e_igbt ~signed to the .. feedb_·~ck control 
. ... 
" 
variable ·has the nnst pronounced and statisti:stically sign·ificant 
ef'f'ect on the ove.raJ.l system s~ns.iti vity.. The we_ight ass~gned to 
· the position state variable is the ne~ Ill.Ost pronounced and s_igni-
fica.nt, bi.it the we.ight ass_igned to the. velocity component of the 
state .trajectory is st~tistically ·ins~gnificant. 
5.1 Introduction· 







the_ galvanometer control system were 'derived, and it was shown that ~ ' 
. 
,•,I'. 
the structure ot these models was identical to the structure of the: 
. 
. OI?-ginal.· contra~ system, .s<?,: tJ:rat the $ensitivity models could be .. ! 
· · adjoined.-to · the originai system and solved, simultaneously with·" it~ . . ' . . 
.. .. . 
. 
. 
Initial n11nerica.l results f'or a rBpge ;of values ·of ·the .we~gb.t:if~rrg 
e,.• . . 
' 
'', ... ~·, ' .. ' 
.. I 
\ 




· i.- ', 
',<111: 
.. ,...· 
.... , .. ..,.,.·, 
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· matrices Q and R .indicated that the. primary ef'fec~ of parameter 
. ···-' 
• I 
. variations was to introduce state~trajectory perturbation~ in the . I ' 
·-·~ 
. ·, ·:·-,' 
initial portion of the interval in wbich the control was effective. 
.. ',· Since all o~·the sensit~vity_ functions asymptoti,cally approached . . .. 
, •• C 
'. -·:[ . 
. .r 
... ,. 
· .zero at the final ti:me Tf', i t.'.was con~uded that par.ameter vari-. 
- . · · 
. 
. 
. i -. ations would have a negligible effect·. on the 'tina;l. time values of the • • • • • ~J ' • 
• 
• ~~ • . . 
. . state variables :in,~- _Qpt.imal -"r~gul..ator- ~:Control ·COnfi.guratiO!i, · at 




' is true, an. overall pattern of system behavior did not eme;rge as . 
. 
.... 
a result of those ·calculation,s. . It ~ght be ~rgued that. such ~ 
,-
. pattern would emerge if eno~ values of Q and R were ·t~en, and 
. c.·. 
if the system equations were solved for many s.ets. of- initial conditions.· 
· Such a procedure, while sufficient, is a non-trivial task even for. 
the fastest computi~g machinery· availab~e , .. involvi~g, as it does, 
.,.. 
the re:petiti ve numeri~al ·-in,t~gration qi' t_he nonlinear Ricc~ti 
equation, and the · set of fourteen· lin.ear diffe.renti al ·eqµations 
. 
. . ' . 
. 
. representing the syqt.em ·an4 its associated sensitivity models. A 
-more efficient and economical method is to des.ign a controµed 
experiment to measure .how, th~- selection of the· we~ght'ing matri.ces" 
r--··' 
.• -
' ··, ·. ' 
affects t~e sensitivity of ~he· ~ystem. ~-C4,. 
,...-'·· • :, . 'i 
. 5.2 .The Sensitivity·Metric. ·. 
'l!',f' . 




. · Chapter IV ~, by definition, . :functions of time, and thus ~rave 
~he undeniable' advantages of· 'relating directly t·o the transient .. ·- ' . . .. . . ' . .• . ' - ' 
' 
. ;··· ', •) . -_., 
. I • 
·." • ' -~ ~. :_ > 
. '. 
., 
' . .- ,,:,. 





'.{ . . 
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,. ,. I 
\ 
. ··-1 • 
j ___ , 
' 
i , 
. ,· ' I, 
' 
. ' 
variable is af:fected;·~Y a chl;Ul'ge in aii.y of the parameters·. However, 
this information is not . in a compact of concise form for compari~g 
one ·system des~gn with another: A metric of sensitivity is required· · 
~ 
: 
. which will .. ,relate ·directly to. the transient response· of the state : ~ . 
.. 
.variables, be. comp.act in ·:form, and be. readily calculable from the r -~ • ' 
. 
. 
. sensitivity functions themselves_. by·· ~gital computer.:. Useful time 
• 
I· 
· · ,doma:i n "·sens,itivity met·ri·cT',··mey1 b·e····obtairied ·from an. integral function ~ ' • : 
• 4 • 
of. the sensit·ivity time response. We define the sensitivity metric, 
_ S, as 
2 (er ij (t ;~)), ,• (5.1) 
.... , 
-
where er ij\t ;~) iS the first Order sensitivity matrix "defined i·n 
• equation (4.14) .. .Alternatively, any even flmction of the sensitivity 
matrix· could be cons:idered as a pos·sible candidate for the int~gral · 
.. 







S' .= '°' ~ ~ . 
i~l- j=l 
T . ff dt 
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Either of· these i;netric~ ·is c~fupa.ct ,,. re·adi.-zy 
computed. from the sensitivit·y functiOllS~ and provides a·reasonable. ·,· .··· 
neasure C?f the _overall .·influence ·t,f a.1.J ·of :the :parameters on .the 
system variables •. ·· If' i~ were :,.desired to meas.ure .o~y the effect of , ••• j 
·· certain ·pa~amete~s o~ a restricte~ set vf · state variables, the 
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' · primary interest, th~. affect of variations in the paramete!s ~, , 
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',: .. ·~, ,, · .. · . 
t . 
0 
1-·'"' The independent effects of para.meter variations could b·e :measured 1- . . . 
by s11mmi ~g over the· state variab.les · for e·ach p·ara.meter, and defining 
a separate Sensitivity· meas'Ul:'E! S j,. j=l ,2, •.. ,M for each parameter of 
' interest. Such an approach, whi·ch lll:ight be of interest\ in special 
. 
cases, suffers the defect that it part.ially negates the primary · . ~, , 
advantage o.f an int~gra1·measure, name.lY, .. its compactness. Fo.r, 
,, -~ . 
instead of one measure with whi.ch to .. compare ·different designs, up . . 
. 
._ I 
. to M different measures must be considered. •I 
., '. 
• 
.• I I 
. . . The sensitivity iretri·c ad.OJ)ted here is· the int~gral of the· 
squared sensi tivi. ty function. It was adopted in preference .to the 
----·-J 
-
absolute value function measure primarily because the squared 
" . 2 . 
. . .. . . . . 









! ' '~ 
" 
. 
· ere undesirable because ·they indicate that small parameter variations,. __ :: ··.· ' ' ' . . . 
" . ~,- " -~ .. :.:._ . . '. ~-- ··-·' 
• 
"-
may ~nduce.· an erratic response in the state variables i·n the r~gion · 
. -
·- ' .. , 
of the peak. · 
J,. . 
. , 
.... · .... ' ~ interesting conriection betwe~ll the s.ensitivity ~trie,: $, 
,· defined -i.n equation i(5 .1), and the clas~.1:-ical. definition of sensi-
. ti v.i. ty exi. sts for the infinite time ·case . (T = ex>) • . It 
···. ··~ . 















. ,,., . 
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' I ' 
.. 
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shown [30] that, ~Y ·a trivial applic,ation of Parseval's theorem, • I 
' ' 
' 
' the :definiftions ,a.re equivalent•. 
I 
., 
. In defini.ng a compact sensi t'i v.i:py metri C, Some information as 
to the pre·cise functionaJ. dependence of the system response on its 
. . 
.par~eters is invariable ·sa~rificed~ _ In ~pplic.ations where this . 
• .• I knowle.dge is ~:mportant, the .sep_~it'ivity. :£'unctions themselves .must: .. 
be used. 
- J· 5 ~.3 ·;ExJ>erimental. Design 
·' ' 
. . In this ·section, the simul~tion expe:l"iment .. p~rformed to. analyze 
··
1
••• the. ·effect of the select:ion of we~gllti~g .ma.trices Q and R on the 
overall, system sensiti.vit,_y :is .<:le.scribed.- Since the obje·cti ve is to .. 
; 
. analyze and :explore the re.spo11se surface. of' the sens·itivity metric 
r' 
··-· S, and not, ~r -~, to :fip.d ,an "optimum" combination of we_ights, an r~; :, i 
' ' 
• 
/ . ' 
. I 
. i, . 
,j' · .. 
" ' 
- j •• .- - • " • 
> •• ,1 
. ' 
:, 
.-optimum-seeki_ng method such .as ·the method of steep·est ascents would ~~ , ..
... 
. . 
have been appropriat.e. 
As· an analytic tool, however, optim.um~seek~i_ng 'methods suffer 
:from a number of defects. First, it is usually necessary to start 
the optimum-seeki~i-g a;Lgori thm in some small ne.ighborhood of the -
opt,imum location. Tliis ;- .o·f- ·course, implies that suchi .. an optimum 
~' ; .. ';'-· 
, 
. J 
. -exists .an~ t·hat the 4es.~,gp.er·-h~ $Onie !_·priori knowle_dge ·of its . , . ' 
'. ' ~ 
.,-- . ~ ., ,· 
. approximate location in ;the space of: the we.ighti~g factors.. Se·cond, -. ,- --~ •,r ·: •• r 
most or· the ·optimum-seeki~g a;t.gorithms· will. termin.ate their search 
at any. local extrenn1m,. and ;p·rovide no guarezitee that a global ' ".\ . ; ,' 
. 
. ' . 
.. , 
extreme has been achieved.,,·· To oe sure, a f'act·orial experiment in 
. itself 'Will not: indicate the presence 'of' ~ global. maximum, but if 
. r .. ., .. 
'. ' ; ~ . . 
,, 
,.,, . .!' 
·,~-:o~ I 








- . r 
i ~- • ' 
' ' " 
- ' 
~ .. ·,;~ 
' -
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.. --_ .. r;· ... - ' I 
J. '' . 
.I 
the levels of each· of the factor.s can be chosen· such ~hat :they occur 
on a predetermin·ed system bounden-' the experiment will ~ndicate the -
I 







·. · .... · A factorial des~ign permits the :l;td~p,endent. as·sess~nt of the . · r 1· 






. . ' 
-.in. which .... one .. t;actor .i,,s .~.ch~,ged ,. at .,a -td,me --~-s ··no~ -suf'fic-ient · to deter- · .. ,. 
.mine tbe ef£ect---·of each· :(.~ctor an.d the way that each factor may be . . ' 
. . 
modified by a variation in ea.ch ··of the other facto·rs. A.·M-l 
1,-.: ·,: 
... ' ·' factorial _experiment provides the most efficient and economical .. · 
- . 
. 
. means to invest~gate the ef':re·cts of each factor ove·r ·so~ .pre;ase:igne,d· 
.. ··: ' ' ' 
, ", ; ' .,. . 






"' . r~ge that is covered by the levels. of that factor /whi~h, are used ·in--:-··1 ·, 







.the experiment. __ 
I • 
. I ' 
mhe ·factors ··i~de·nt·ifte·d .. >in .. fthe "experim'ent a.re· the coe·fficients 
in the we_ighti~g matrices ;Q and ·R; q11 , -~2_, and· r. · -The responst:;-·. 




. .. .-' The experiment is replicated over the random i~itial position -and ~ l •' . .. :: . . . . . ' 
velocity· errors·· •. ··.· · 
,., .-.,:"I 











· system objectives)· could be achieved for a wide r~ge of the coet- · 
. ficients .of the we.ighti~'g matrit:es Q and. R ... Acceptable system 
,~, configurations were acllieved for· a -range of Q between Q = Diag .. , • 
• 




. . . ' ,• . ·• -~~;' . .. ... -~ 
.• ·.. ,·;t: ·. · .. ·.i ..... 
·_ ,- ;:._, ··.:., 
(10, 10) and Q =. Di_ag : (2·00-:, ·2·00) , ·and·.·. for values of r in the interval . 
.. :from l · to 5 :•, However, these :r.~ge s are unsui.t able:: for the levels 
, I 
' '; ', •. 11·~. 
' - _:.. .. . . ., .. 
' . 




• ! ·. 
,,.,,l 
... · i : . 
\, 
l -,._; . . .. 
. t-' -, I -,, • ~ 





: ..• "·~· 
-_ ... 
.. ~ ·,.., 
. ' 










' . ' ' '/ ... I i, • 





·~ •• !· the factors used 1in the experi~nt because another condition . must be 
I 
( • impose~. It is required ~hat the~ sensitivity - functions associated 
with each· of the des~gns approach zero at the end of the intervaJ. ·so· · 
: that the final state of the __ system. variables be unaffected by first-
. l 
• o~d~r parameter variations. The seiis~tivi ty f\mctipns · computed in .· 
Chapter IV- we~e computed for an initi'al positi.on. error· of one . r--, . . 
. . . 
.. 
·.· . \. . 
.· . 
.. 




. fi~ial strat_egem is unacceptable· in the des.ign of the experiment.·· 
~-
'I' • · The system .must be· robust en~gh:. to qmesce a wide r~ge of random 
ini tia.1 errors within, the• :de·sire-d _settli~g time. When the . requirements 
. ·-- .. on feedback_ gain, settliµg time, . and conve.rgent ·sens.iti vity functi_ons .· · 
. . 
are taken into accol]Ilt -th~ available r~ges .for the .we __ ighti:ng· 
fact ors are shown ,in. ·T·able :5 .1. 
• 
.. t 
,: , .. 
•' r TABLE 5.1 ., 
-: -~ , 
· RANGES OF THE WEIGHTING FACTORS 
Factor· 
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....,. ' . 
' ·, 
- ·. : .~ ' . . ..,. - , . . . , ' ; '~ - . 
• !_ •, • 
- ' 
/, 
' . .' ·'. . 
- • .- .' : •...:. ' l i' ' ~, • • I •' • • 
' -· - ..... 
. . 
. . ... -;f -~-. 
' ' 
. ' I' •. ·, · 
· ·I ·}?4\_ 
·.·, .. _• '. ·.···.··· .... ··~ · ·· The ~choice of the number ot? levels .of each factor to 'ce used in ·.· ·.-jr - -. . . .... ._ ... · ·--- ... : _. . .. -· ·. . . ·I 
. ~-,) '· 
. the experiment was arrived at. by compromisi~g between tw:o conflicti~g 





,.«· !-... • >';' . _/':" . 
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-- ·-- -· -- -
.. 
, '{.(• I 
{.' 
... 
. I . '! ,'' '· .. 
:·:r::- ., .t.-0.. . . 
:,. I, 
,. 
,· / \: .. :. . . .,. . 
•. :· 
... I · . 
. . ,,;.. ' 
• I 
' ...... ,.:,. . 
' . j' ': t 
. .J ' ' 
On the· other hand, . the ~,irrnber of'· 1:~vei·s should ... · · /' 
. " 
the entire experiment. 
I' . ' 
l • 
.be l~ge eno_ugh so t-hat factor interaction·s are not confound~d, ~d 
''·• 
.i-~ so that nonlinear tem in t·he re;3ponse ·can be identified. It was ,:_.. 
.. 
.. 
•J : ... ,. 
- - - - -
-
' .. 




' decided ~hat · each of the fa~tors would be represented. at three. ·1evels; · 
!t 
. . '., 
- 3 . . 
. ( 
· . three factors at three -levels e:ach (a_ 3 experiment)· .requires _twenty-
• 
seven :trial·s f'or e·ach replication. Three levels is the· minimum . . ' 
.. .. numbe.r of ... ~1.evels ,,,r,equx~ed to t:·as-eertain ·the -presence ·of 'Significant . 
. 
. interaction or nonlinear e:ffects. 
. .., 
' . 5 .4. Ini~iaJ.. Condition ·considerations 
-· 
.. The objective· of the regulato.r control $ystem is to bri~g·the .~ I • ' 





to a zero ·state and to· maintain. it there. The characteristiics of .the 
probabil-ity distribution ·of initial errors cannot be determined in 
· ··advance· of the c·onstruction of the system, but it is desired that 
the control system be able t.o compensate for a wide .t~ge of'. posit-ion 
and velocit·y i·nitial e=rr:ots. Further, it is desired that the ,system 
be as in·sensiti ve. as· ·possib]~~-. to variation·s -in the parameters of the 
galvanometers. 
' 
. . . I . 
• 
. • • f 
. . 
'· .... ' 
,. 
:. . i.;....... . 
,,r.' :1 
The sensitivi~y met-rte S is computeo.,. froin the·· sensitivity . :.:_ .. ,.\"'. 
} 




. tori es., , ~i (t ;!!:,) thro~gh -the.· dif:f'erenti8* -equ~tions · ( 4.:7) ~ · Altho:ugh_ 
"" :, _ ... 
. . . 
' 
'the initial e.rrors. (initial ·conditions on the dif:Cerentialf'"'e.quations .. 
tor crij(t;!_), which a.re identically'zero, they.do signj.fican~ly ... · .. · 
' i·' . ' 
. . ' 





·metric S will be affecte<t by .t~e choice of initial errors used in - . ' . ' . 
; 
,.84,. . . •'''j 
' I 
, .... ,,\. 
·, . 




ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR FULL FACTORIAL DESIGN 
Source of-
~grees of Sum of Mean F Variation Freedom 89.uares Square_ Rati-o-, 
. . 
r 2 1325.9 662.9 I 
·, 122.8** 
qll 2 638.3 319.2 59 .1 ** 
2 --·- 13.2 6.6 1.2 ~2 
(r )(qll) 4 
·212 .6 53.l 9.8** a ' i.: 
c.~ > c~2) 4 14.8 3.7 0.7 ex, V1 
(qll )(~2) 4 2.3 0.6 0.1 . ' 
{r) (qll) (~2) 8 2.9 0.4 
'O. 07 "-
ERROR 378 2048.2 5.4 
TOTAL 4o4 
~258. 3 





















































TABLE 5 ~3 
- t ,. 
, --i, .t" 
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. . ... ...... . .. ... .. . 
..· .. . . 
. ·, 
. . . 
1.6.40 0.931 
.. I 
1. 705 0.96·1 
, . 
TABLE 5.4 
AVERAGE SENSITIVITY METRIC FOR 
,' . 
20 • 30. 
r 
. 
. 4.673 2 .663 "' . ,, 
4.331 . 2.470 ·' 
....... 
.. 
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~ ... ,_,,, 
. - . 
·.i' ·:. . . . \\', 
' . '
.. 
. (. . . . . 
' " 
.. ,~ 
.. ·the experiment~ It i.s not sufficient, then: .. , t·o·.C01npute the sensi- '· V ' 
.. ' 
tivi..ty functions or th;e·· ~ensi.ti ~ty ·~et:ric f ror any one. gl. v~n s'et of 
•I 
·initial errors. Rather,' it is required to co~pute t·hem over ·an· . · . . 
( 
' .. :·ensemble. of random initi·al errors and st.atistically · aver.age the 
. J. I . 
. 
... : .. , . result. Replication ·of the· experiment over the. random.initial -e·rrors . . . . . . - l . 
. 
. 
. ~ ·-· 
. 
, . . 
. . 
-provides an· i~dependent estima!e of the ·error .sum of squares anci · 
· .. -.. :preve.nt_s .. confollil.diµg .... of -~the .. ~.err.0.r ,sum-.-o,f .--s-quares ·-with· the ··h_igher 
'.:'',. qrder interaction terms. 
.... . 
.5~5. Analysi.s of E~eriment 
'The results of the simulation exp~riment .are s·11mmarized i·n · 
Tables 5 .. 3 thro:ugh 5.5 which pre.sent the sensitivity m~tric S ave,r.age4 
over the. fifteen random initi~ errors· f,or valqes of the· :feedback 
cont;rol we_igbt r equal to 1, 2, and 3 ,:: respectively. Exa;mj ~ation of. 








~,,the· m-ables ···indi·cates· -:tila.t- 'as· r ''fn·cre·ases. ,. the ave~age system sensi-
tivity S increases uniformly for all aombinati·ons of the weighting 
. 
. ' . . 
Since an increase in r corresponds, in the· i, 
physical system, to· a decrease t~ the feedback_ gain matrix K(t) and 
thus the opti:mal-,·,control_u*(t),. we may conclude that ove.raJl' &ystem 
.. .• sensititi~tY may be reduced by de-creasi~g the value of r :used in the 
performan~e index, or equi valen:t~~, by increas~~g . the_ . gain .. of the .. 
·teedback loop. rt· should be noted, however, that this does not 
imply ·that· systelJl·~sen'sitivity may be brought arbitrarily close· to: ~- . 
. 
. 






~der discussion here. is ·n~t. a .stochastic one;_. it ~gnores random 
. 
. 
fluctuations .in ·the ·state vari.ableS ·x*(t ;a) a.nd. assumes that they: :~re .. -•• - ·,· . ·--·.·. ·-··. ~ -'. ·.·,·_, 
.... ' 
... · .. 




. , .. •, 
••: •••:•·- I_;' ' 
··. · ·aa . ' . ' ~ . 
. . . 
. 
-, . ' ~ '. .. 










. ' ! :~ . 
' .~·-' ,., . -
', -~ - . ',. ; . • 1 ', 
'· . 
I . 
I \ , 
' I 
I :· 
- ••• ' 






~ .·.~ . \ 
\. 
II . I 
•· I' 
... 
. .... ,. 
. ' . . :.___:___ . . ' ~, ·, \ . 
. ' j 
' ) ) '\ . 
'I 
'• 
• ' \ t • 
• I kn·own precisely·. ' 0 
I · I h~ 
. I 
•·•rt• The .. effect o:f an extraordinari.ly large gain in th~ · . ' ' • • • 
' .I 
feedback loop woul_d· be ,to .. gre'atiy amplify the random fluctuations' and' 
i,, 
' 
·' I l ,,f ' 
•:.,,, possibly drive. th~ syste:m ~nto an .. , unst'able _.st ate. To ci:rcumvent this · 
difficul~y, an est.imate ~f the ~agnitude o.f .the random fluctuations is ·. 
. 
. 
. S;.(_ ;required so that an· upper bound on th~- fe~~b.ack: gain may be ,determined; 
..•. 







-· '·thi~ s~multaneouSly establishe:s a low:er bomi,d· for the weighting· 
• • 
• lo" • 
.. 
' ' . 





, . The response · o.f:: _the ·4;,er_aged s:en.sitivi·~y metric S to variations .. 
. 
. 
. in the we_ight ass_igned to· J>,O.Sit~on denations from zero, qll; exhil)itS _ 
•, 
a behavior conver$e to that. observed · f~r. r9-· As tp~ level of q11 is · 
in-creased, the avera:ged sensitivity metric de.creases uniformly, for ,. . ' ' 
all levels of.r· and ~ 2 • !f'he ~:f:fect~ however, is le~s pronoun,ced·for 
-
v.ariations in the levels of-·q11 than in the<,lev~l of r •. Increasi~g 
. A,-,ri q11 in ·the· performance :index places ~ greater penalty upon position I " 
deyiations from zero arid .:r~s-ults in- a :raster return to. the or..igi.n. 
\ 
.Overall system· sen-sitivity decre.ases· as a result, since the state of 
th~ system. is c-:J_.cise to- zero for· ~ greater portion ·Of the interval. in· l I 
· which the control is ~-f:f'~ctive. 
, •' 
,' lt- :·-\ ' ' 
' The effect 'of ~_he we_ight ass.i~ed to veldtjity ,deviations from 





. l . ~ 
.. 
. 
level of the weight assigned to the feedback control, r. · At the . _ . . . ,11.- ;. J . 




·,'.i."'ey''\~ ~! lowest level· of r, in~,~a.si~g the· level or·· -~2 results in .an increase • • J 
. in _t:tie . 8.'Ve'J?.~fie . sen~i t.;vi ty me.tri c , while . at · the -h_ighe.r levels of r ·an . '. ' ' ... ·'.' . 
. 
,increase in the level o;f· ~ 2 has the effe~~ of deCl'eEISing syite~ 
-
.. sen~iti'Vity-~ · Both· of these ef.fects· are independent ot the level· of. ·. . . ,· . . ' 




-• .!, ' 
........ , 






I ' •.,. 
·.'.: 
,: ':· ,· 
. , ~ \ 
' ,''. •' , ,, : • I , 
.• 







. . qll •. It should be noted that the change in the seilsitivity metric is . 
' 
.... 9.-W.-te ·smt;(l.l .for any .. ChEJAge . ~n . the level. of -~2 ; be~ween no adj a·cent 
' 
. . 
. '• I. 
levels of ~ 2 cloes the relat:tve cllange in Jhe ,metric exce.ed twelve · 
... . percent.. . 
. ' ~. '6 . 
. , . 
. . ' 
. I 
·' 
. . . 
' ', ~' ' . 
.. ,. . 
" 
... . ' : 





.. ·Lr • 
.. f .. -
•• 
f 
... ~. ' 
• ' • ~ : An .analysis of the ;,,arianc~ in the·. sensitirlty ·-m~t.ric due. to -
. 




·. ·chapges in tp.~ level-a of the we.ightip.g :fa.cto.rs. was perforine<:i, ·.ac.c~rdi~g · · ... 
~ 
·" . . 
· to "5,:tmiµa.rd .teclmi.ques _{7) ... and..,.tJ1e ,.,re,sult-s summarized· in"'-Table 5 ~2 •. · · 
./ 
l • 
.. • It is clearly seen that the· mos~.- si_gnificant sources of variat.ion a.re 




:1 -'. ' . 
~-·>· ,., of variation in i tse.lf ,: .'.nor ·is -there· any s,.ie;i·11-:ricant· ~nteraction •• 
. ' t with it. 
. 1 
'-, From the··viewpoin~ of system sensitivity, the most critical 11.. 
we.ight to be selected is 'the we_ight associated with the feedback. ·· · ',: ... 
• 
.-,-Ii---~ • 
• conwol,.-i.0e·.' r •. ·The_,ne·rl ·most' 1 imp·ortant we.ight to' 'be eho·sen· is the 
one associated with the ~s·ition sta~e. ~a.riable, q11.~ .. -T~e we'.ight. • • . 
' 1· 
' '. \._ J ~ 
' 





·: . . 
,... . ',. ' 
; mEzy" be selected at a low or high level -dijpending ·upon whether r :i's · . . . . . . 
. 
., . 
' . ._.. ,:-. . 
chosen at a low or h_igQ, level, respectively. 
In I conclusion, the application of a des_igned ejtperiment · ·az;>.d the 
use of ·an~sis -of variance tec$niques to· res·olve; the indeterminacy 
~. .. . \ . ' .. 
• 
'.··:··· ·-r 
in the selection of the we_i~ti.ng factors ih ·the system performance . I • 
• 
• : , 1 • • 
· 





.,·· .. · 
index enables ·a designer to systematically· and .economically determine · r . . 
. 
, 
·' ·, ' ':· .. : · .. ' ' 
-
. ., ... 
· .. ··. how system performance ·and .sensitivity depend upori the selection of ... . "I . 
~·~ . · ..... ~. 
,I . 
i 
• I-' . , 
-· 
- I · the coefficients.. The procedure is syst.ematic because in a factorial ·. ·;. ' ' c. ,, I. - . • ' ' 
. • 
.• ' ~ 
. 
,l . I ' . ' . ,1 - . 
,. ' 
. . . 
. ' ' 
. .
. 
. . "\1(•' 
' 1·. ' 
-
' 
' :. . 
·-1 ··' design all 'tli~ . factors: .(we.ights) are considered at . seve.ral o'r the . . . ' 
' ,t 
' ., 
' I • 
. ; , ..• _' ' 
. . ! 
' .· . j.'. .. 
. • I 





, ', I. 
. ·t• .. 
! ', . 
; !. ( 
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levels of the other factors , and thus . . . . .... conclusions hold over a wider 
Economic because s i·fno s_ignificant ·interactions exist, a f 
•,. 
:factorial des.ign provide~a.ximum effi,ciency • l.ll the estimation 
• 
of the ef'f'ects, In the of· interacti·ons, presence 
·ract ori al des;1-gn a 
,· 
' ~~ . . .. ne ce s s a.ry to :·avoid 
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. VI. Stn'™ARY; · COrTCLUSIOilS, ~11D RECOt1t-IBI·l:DATIONS 
' ' 
. ,\ .·. ' 
• '., I' 
. J·. 
FOR FURI1HER STUDY ., ' I 
. \ .. ~.~.~- .· , \ 
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. - ·- .. l i·· 
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. ,-
It ·was the intent of this th~s:i's, ·to inve~ti,gate ·the properties - . 
. ,.' ·, 
. 
. . 




•, ~ . 
-
.~ith_in ,the .thin· film · ... t.e,chn.ol..ogy: .. _,. namely.i;l .laser - beam- . pattern 
gener~tion. Al though · · th·e ex~ples_ presented: in the text-d .deal--- · ~ _J . . 
I 






'observations on :,th~ sensittvi ty prop~rties of - regulator· systems and :·. (... ....l 
the approach taken to resolve the indeterninancy in the specification 
I • of the· weighting factors has a much · broader scope. .The suggested I JI · ' 
. ~. procedure is to enll>loy the· arbitrariness of the coefficients of the 
.... system· performance -_index ·to analyz-e the sensitivity propert:ies of the 
. state variables - to variations in th~ pa.raneters of.· "Ghe system over· a 
- ""- . 
' 
\· .wide range of initial conditions •. . ... -· 
.... 
Following the development of an optimal ·regulator control for . 




:empirically eA1>lored • The optimal . -control. was shol-m t<;> significantly 
' 
enhance the ~erformance of the . i the dramatic espe·cially . in 
.. 
• r·' - . 
. . ;· . 
.· ' 
... 
' b • . • 
-~ ,• 
. \. 
.-, - . . 
.. 
., ... , . ' 
, \ . 
. . 
· ·re·duction- in settling,. · time 
' :\ .. --,\,. ..... 
and in the cor.nplete suppression of a1i 




oscillatory .effects. .'L'lien, usi~g techn,iques from th-e . theory": of the ' 
•' ''.;~;~~~\.A. ' 
. .<:\ dependence of the solutions· of differential equations on parameters, · I .• 
' 
. first- and second.;.;.order models of t·he 
1
_sensicivity of the state: of the I , 
' ' 
system to iparameter variations w.ere constr;ucted. These models I- being 
I 
. . . 
. ; .· .. 
' I 
' ., 
, _·._ .. 92·-7 
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' ·1 ·. ! 
• I ( 
·. st~uctually equivale·nt to the .system mode.1, they were adjoined to,· and , 
, 
•.. ' • I 
solved si:nultaneousely with it to yield a.11 of the rist- and second-
1'-: 
• 
. • \ order s,ensitivity functions. Examination 'o·f ,the functions indicated 
., ' 
,'• 
' \> . two important .... cop.cl us ions about ·. second-order regulator· systems 1. in . 
_..., .. ,. 
gen~rtµ.: .. ,' '';!,i;:., 
y;_- ' 
. . ' ' 
I 
1). . p~ameter' variati'o.ns affe~ct .only the initial transient 
. . . I . 





at the end of the time int~rval in which · thEf1J control 
.. '.···· 
. . is effective;· \··~ 
:21): as the penalty coefficients · on the · state· variables 
increase,. the sensitivity of all· o:r -the variables to· 
.. 
--
. all .of the parameter.~ decre~ses unifo~y, at least j.o · · ·· .. 
. \ 
second order. · · 
~ . 
,-,Following -the . development .of·. the -opt-im~l control ·and the 
,,. construction of the sensi ti v·i ty mod.els, an experiment was designed to 
' systeoa"4ically explore and analyze the response\· o·f the system 
. . . sensitivity·· to changes in the values of the weigh_ting coef:ficient·s . · 
over . a wide range of initial conditions. To f'acili tate . the 
comparison of · the sensi ti vi ty ·--properties o·~ one-system design with I .. !, · . . f .-... i-~ 
~ ' 
.  
I I ,: • 
.. 
' . . 
, I .. · .·· 
... 
another, a sensitivity metric vas def'ined; the- metric represents the . . . 
overall influence of the para.meters of the ' '1f·1. system on.. th·e state 
· variables of the· system. 




wherin the weight~ng c_oef'ficient·s,, -of the· obj_ecti"?'e function appe,ar as·· 
factors and the random initial· positip~ and velocity · errors ·. form . the , . 
. I 
•. I· 
l ' I " •, . ,. 
· basis of' the replication· of the ~xperiment. 1-, 
~.;..···· 
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,:_ Malys.is of the sources ·Of variance indicate th~t. o~ly two ,or· 
' '1, 
' ' 
a . . •• . : . ,y. the · coeff'ie,ient·s .-: ·are statistically significant: the weights 
' ' 
associated ·with th~ feedback cont:ro~ and\ with posi tiozi deviations. The ~ ... ~ -~ f 
-/ 
coefficient associated with the velocity . component.· is· · statistically 
.. insignificant. '' 
• 
Finally, th~ procedure indicated- a · method · for _ obtaining a . 
; 
. 
' minimal. ser;isitivitt configurati:on: · choose the · coefficient of the 
,. . 
feecib~ckf control as small, an.~ the Coefficient. o~ the Position 
. 
• I . 
' . 
deviation as · large as possible within the ·bound~rie-s of ·the 
system. 
Two · areas of· investigatio~, associated with the procedures 
' 
···involved· in this paper, appear to b.e interesting and worthy of further 
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. ·f 
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,.v-.'".l, 
: -;---, .''; 
higher-order syste~,'-------'-'--" ____ The-equati-ans-~ot!---t-he~· ---apt-i-aa-l eont-ro-1 and 
I 
the sensi ti vi ty models apply equally well to systens· of any order. The 
only restriction to ·.:extend~ng the. procedure- to :such systems would., be 
' I -
1, ' • 
J j 
', 
the feasibility or; integra~',ing · the large-order siys.tems of d~fferenti.a.l ,, 
,. .. ' 
equat1ions involved • A less _ time-consuming. integration ~rocedure, · 
such as .... .,,."" . . a hybrid digital-analog -computer could make the qoinputat1ons_ 
/ 
I 




' . The:· second area in which further · study could be beneficial is< 
. . the investigation of the effects o·r variations fn the· feedback ... gain · ~ 
. 
' . 
. matrix K( t) •. · In the present work the structure of the :feedback loop 
\. 
was assumed not to be' subject .to any vari~tions. ( ·If, ·in 
' . ' 
addition to 
. '. 
I parameter variations in the contl'olled system, variations in K(t), are 1·. 
.,. 
-- I I 
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inappropriate, and instead tone must turn to 
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. MATHEMAT. · ·_ . ICAL MODEL OF GALV. ANOMETER· MO'l'OR 
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. The galvanometer consists .. o:f' a mirror :rnounteC,. on the ·rotatable • • 




~h·a:rt of .a permanent m~gnet motor •. It has been sho1ffi [27] .that ~ ! . . . • ' • 
' ,. . 
' 
.. simple ·yet accurate model of a permanent ~agnet motor consists of_~ 
I • ' 
. 
. , 
. ~ s_~cond-order ·e1e·otro-me~hanical system. -The equivalent elect:r~cal. . 
. . . \ . . ' 
. 
. 
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in(:luce.d . vol_t,:~ge -Y ab .. is . a· .res-ult ,._o.f .... the . rotati.on of the_ gal vanom~t-e-r 
a~ature in an appl~ed ~agnetic' fie.ld. Applyi~g ·Kirchoff's law_ to 




v12 = Ri12 + L dt . + v~ 
:·,..I'. ., 






... .• I· , 
, 
The equivalent mechanical. syst_em, shown in F.i-gure A.2, consists of 
a rotati.on mass with inertia J and -~gular velocity w. .The torque.' 
T8 is a retardi~g torque whj.ch depends_ on the _spripg: .-constant K and. 
the viscous damp~g c9n.~tant B .. The' .eg;u.a~ion. whi·ch :represents the 






The applied t9rque \is proportioi-lal to the applied cur~nt and the 
I 
. 
induced volt.age is • ; .'}//('h~ " " . . . ..r proport101fe;;J.. to the angular .velocity; i·.e .• ,. 
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. (A.3) • . ,•' : • . 4 ,' I·, t 
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FIGURE A.~.· GALYANOMETER MEC~ICAL EQUIVALENT 
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. The·voltage constant C,'ident:ical.tn_each case,·,is a • i-- ·. 
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' • such quantitie~ as the flux density,. in<;l.ticta.nce·, and c·oil_ geometry.· · · . 
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' I Since w = dQ/dt·.~ eq11ation (A.5) sbows.:that the -system will exhibit 
a second-orde:r. response in Q to · an applied current~ ·This is the 
basil$ f'or assinni ~g that a second.;..order. cli1fferentia1 equation is an 
. ade.quate r~presentation of the. galvanometer. behavior. If the· values 
., 
. 
of' the constants appearing in equati~·s (A.5~ 1 ~d .(A.6) :were known,.·,\· 
.. 
the. galvanomete-r response co4t.d· be found -by a_ ~tra,.igb.tforward ~solution 
. ' . 
i ,, . : 
' 
of the above equations. However 5 be;cause of the
1 





. 'i system response can be measured rather than the individual constants_ 






mentally and from this measu;red response determ
1
ine an appropriate 
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second~order di:ff'erential- e,.9:ua,~ie>n · to· match .it. 
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Daniel ·E. O'Brien, Jr. 
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· November 29 , 1945 . 
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_Brooklyn·, New. York · 
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EDUCATIONAL-BAOKGROUND 
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Xaverian High· School. 
New York City ·: · 
Cat.holi c Univers1 ty. 
1Washi:D,gton, D. C. 
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Can4;i.date for Master ·pt; Science. 
in Industrial E:ngineeri!}g. . · . 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE· 
Western Electric ·co., Inc. 
Newark, New Jersey 
Information Systems Staff Member 
JUly 1969 · to June· 1971 
Western Electric Co., Inc_~ 
Princeton, New Jersey.- · · 
Information Systems ~af:f' Member -
fehig/1 Mastel!.' s Program 
·,·-·\ July 1971 to June 19_7~ 
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1965. ~ 19·69 · . : 
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